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AbStrACt
Invasons of nonnatve plants nto forests of the Southern Unted States contnue to go unchecked and unmontored. Invasve nonnatve  
plants nfest under and besde forest canopes and domnate small forest openngs, ncreasngly erodng forest productvty, hnderng 
forest use and management actvtes, and degradng dversty and wldlfe habtat. Often called nonnatve, exotc, nonndgenous, alen, or 
noxous weeds, they occur as trees, shrubs, vnes, grasses, ferns, and forbs. Ths book provdes nformaton on accurate dentficaton and  
effectve control of the 33 nonnatve plants and groups that are currently nvadng the forests of the 13 Southern States, showng both  
growng and dormant season trats. It lsts other nonnatve plants of growng concern, control strateges, and selectve herbcde applcaton 
procedures. Recommendatons for preventng and managng nvasons on a specfic ste nclude mantanng forest vgor wth mnmal 
dsturbance, constant survellance and treatment of new unwanted arrvals, and finally rehabltaton followng eradcaton.
Keywords: Alen plants, exotc plant control, exotc weeds, herbcde weed control, ntegrated vegetaton management, nvasve exotc  
plants, nvasve nonndgenous plants, noxous plant control.
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Ailanthus altissima (P. Mll.) Swngle AIAL
Synonyms: alanthus, Chnese sumac, stnkng sumac, paradse-tree, copal-tree
Plant.  Decduous tree to 80 feet (25 m) n heght and 6 feet (1.8 m) n dameter, wth 
long pnnately compound leaves and crcular glands under lobes on leaflet bases. 
Strong odor from flowers and other parts, sometmes lkened to peanuts or cashews.
Stem.  Twgs stout, chestnut brown to reddsh tan, and smooth-to-velvety wth lght 
dots (lentcels) and heart-shaped leaf scars.  Buds finely hary, dome-shaped, and 
partally hdden by the leaf base.  Branches lght gray to dark gray, smooth and 
glossy, wth rased dots becomng fissures wth age.  Bark lght gray and rough wth 
areas of lght-tan fissures.
tree-of-Heaven 0341
Scientific name$ International code$
Common name$
Forest Inventory 
and Analysis 
survey code
$
Explanation of Codes and Conventions 
Used in Species Descriptions
1Introduction
Invasons of nonnatve plants nto southern forests contnue to go largely 
 unchecked and only partally montored. Invasve nonnatve plants nfest 
under and besde forest canopes and occupy small forest openngs,  
ncreasngly erodng forest productvty, hnderng forest use and manage-
ment actvtes, and degradng dversty and wldlfe habtat. Often called 
non-natve, exotc, nonndgenous, alen, or noxous weeds, they occur as 
trees, shrubs, vnes, grasses, ferns, and forbs. Some have been ntroduced 
nto ths country accdentally, but most were brought here as ornamentals 
or for lvestock forage. These robust plants arrved wthout ther natural 
predators of nsects and dseases that tend to keep natve plants n natural 
balance. Many have hybrdzed. Now they ncrease across the landscape 
wth lttle opposton, beyond the control and reclamaton measures appled 
by landowners and managers on ndvdual land holdngs. 
The objectve of ths book s to provde nformaton on accurate dentfi-
 caton and effectve control of the 33 plants or groups that are nvadng  
the forests of the 13 Southern States at an alarmng rate, showng both 
growng and dormant season trats. It lsts other nonnatve nvasve plants  
of growng concern and explans control recommendatons and selectve 
applcaton procedures. The text and photographs were orgnally  
developed to assst n the first regon-wde survey and montorng of these 
nvadng speces, conducted by the USDA Forest Servce’s Forest Inventory 
and Analyss Research Work Unt of the Southern Research Staton n 
collaboraton wth State forestry management agences. The four-number 
survey codes as well as the nternatonal plant codes are gven for each 
speces (see opposte page). 
Integrated vegetaton management programs are needed to combat  
nvadng nonnatve plants. Strateges of survellance and treatment of new 
arrvals wll safeguard lands, and rehabltaton of exstng nfestatons can be 
acheved by concerted control measures and reestablshment of natve 
vegetaton.
Broadcast treatment of herbicide spray to kudzu.
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Ailanthus altissima (P. Mll.) Swngle AIAL
Synonyms: alanthus, Chnese sumac, stnkng sumac, paradse-tree, copal-tree
Plant.  Decduous tree to 80 feet (25 m) n heght and 6 feet (1.8 m) n dameter, wth 
long pnnately compound leaves and crcular glands under lobes on leaflet bases. 
Strong odor from flowers and other parts, sometmes lkened to peanuts or cashews.
Stem.  Twgs stout, chestnut brown to reddsh tan, and smooth-to-velvety wth lght 
dots (lentcels) and heart-shaped leaf scars.  Buds finely hary, dome-shaped, and 
partally hdden by the leaf base.  Branches lght gray to dark gray, smooth and 
glossy, wth rased dots becomng fissures wth age.  Bark lght gray and rough wth 
areas of lght-tan fissures.
Leaves.  Alternate, odd- or even-pnnately compound, 10 to 41 leaflets on 1- to 
3-foot (30 to 90 cm) lght-green to reddsh-green stalks wth swollen bases.  Leaflets 
lanceolate and asymmetrc and not always drectly opposte, each 2 to 7 nches (5 to 
18 cm) long and 1 to 2 nches (2.5 to 5 cm) wde.  Long taperng tps and lobed bases 
wth one or more glands beneath each lobe (round dots).  Margns entre.  Dark 
green wth lght-green vens above and whtsh green beneath.  Petoles 0.2 to 0.5 nch 
(5 to 12 mm) long.
Flowers.  Aprl to June.  Large termnal clusters to 20 nches (50 cm) long of small, 
yellowsh-green flowers, wth five petals and five sepals.  Male and female flower on 
separate trees.
Fruit and seeds.  July to February.  Persstent clusters of wng-shaped frut wth 
twsted tps on female trees, 1 nch (2.5 cm) long.  Sngle seed.  Green turnng to tan 
then brown.  
Ecology.  Rapd growng, formng thckets and dense stands.  Both shade and flood 
ntolerant and allelopathc.  Colonzes by root sprouts and spreads by prolfic wnd- 
and water-dspersed seeds.  Vable seed can be produced by 2- and 3-year-old 
plants.
resembles hckores, Carya spp., and sumacs, Rhus spp., but nether has glands at 
leaflet bases.  Hckores dstngushed by a braded bark, sumacs by shrub shape.
History and use.  Introduced n 1784 from Europe, although orgnally from Eastern 
Chna.  Ornamental.
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Albizia julibrissin Durazz. ALJU
Synonym: slky acaca
Plant.  Decduous legumnous tree 10 to 50 feet (3 to 15 m) n heght wth sngle or 
multple boles, smooth lght-brown bark, feathery leaves, and showy pnk blossoms 
that contnually yeld danglng flat pods durng summer.  Pods persstent durng wnter.
Stem.  Twgs slender to stout, lme green turnng shny graysh brown wth lght dots 
(lentcels).  No termnal bud.  Bark glossy, thn, lght brown turnng gray wth rased 
corky dots and dashes.
Leaves.  Alternate, bpnnately compound 6 to 20 nches (15 to 50 cm) long wth 
8 to 24 pars of branches and 20 to 60 leaflets per branch, feathery and fernlke. 
Leaflets asymmetrc, 0.4 to 0.6 nch (1 to 1.5 cm) long, dark green, wth mdven 
nearer and runnng parallel to one margn.  Margns entre.
Flowers.  May to July (and sporadcally to November).  Termnal clusters at the base 
of the current year’s twgs, each wth 15 to 25 sessle flowers 1.4 to 2 nches (3.5 to 
5 cm) long.  Pom-pom lke wth numerous filaments, brght-pnk feathery tufts wth 
whte bases.  Fragrant.
Fruits and seeds.  June to February.  Legume pods n clusters, flat wth bulgng 
seeds, each pod 3 to 7 nches (8 to 18 cm) long, splttng n wnter along the edges to 
release 5 to 10 oval seeds.  Intally lght green turnng dark brown n fall and whtsh 
tan n wnter.
Ecology.  Occurs on dry-to-wet stes and spreads along stream banks, preferrng 
open condtons but also persstng n shade.  Seldom found above 3,000 feet (900 m). 
Forms colones from root sprouts and spreads by abundant anmal- and water-ds-
persed seeds.  Seeds reman vable for many years.  Ntrogen fixer.
resembles honeylocust, Gleditsia triacanthos L., whch has longer leaflets— 
1 nch (2.5 cm) long.  Seedlngs resemble partrdge pea, Chamaecrista fasciculata 
(Mchx.) Greene, an annual plant wth once pnnately compound leaves.  
History and use.  A tradtonal ornamental ntroduced from Asa n 1745.  Potental 
use for forage and bofuel.
Silktree, Mimosa 0345
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Paulownia tomentosa (Thunb.) Seb. & Zucc. ex Steud. PAtO2
Synonym: empresstree
Plant.  Decduous tree to 60 feet (18 m) n heght and 2 feet (60 cm) n dameter wth 
large heart-shaped leaves, fuzzy hary on both sdes, showy pale-volet flowers n 
early sprng before leaves, and persstent pecan-shaped capsules n termnal clus- 
ters n summer to wnter.  Abundant flower buds present on erect stalks over wnter.
Stem.  Twgs and branches stout, glossy gray brown and speckled wth numerous 
whte dots (lentcels).  No termnal bud.  Lateral leaf scars rased, crcular, and becom-
ng larger, dark, and sunken.  Bark lght-to-dark gray, roughened, and becomng 
slghtly fissured.  Stem pth chambered or hollow and wood whte.
Leaves.  Opposte, heart-shaped and fuzzy hary on both surfaces, 6 to 12 nches 
(15 to 30 cm) long and 5 to 9 nches (13 to 23 cm) wde.  Leaves larger on resprouts, 
16 to 20 nches (40 to 50 cm) across, wth extra tps often extendng at ven tps. 
Petoles rough hary, 2 to 8 nches (5 to 20 cm) long.
Flowers.  Aprl to May.  Covered wth showy erect pancles of pale-volet flowers 
before leaves n early sprng, tubular wth five unequal lobes.  Fragrant.  Flower buds 
fuzzy, lnear, and becomng ovod n summer and persstent on erect stalks over 
 wnter.  
Fruit and seeds.  June to Aprl.  Termnal clusters of pecan-shaped capsules 1 to 
2 nches (2.5 to 5 cm) long and 0.6 to 1 nch (1.5 to 2.5 cm) wde.  Pale green n 
summer turnng to tan n wnter and eventually black and persstent nto sprng. 
 Capsules splttng n half durng late wnter to release tny wnged seeds.  
Ecology.  Common around old homes, on roadsdes, rparan areas, and forest mar-
gns n nfested areas.  Infrequently planted n plantatons.  Spreads by wnd- and 
water- dspersed seeds.  Invades after fire, harvestng, and other dsturbances.  Forms 
colones from root sprouts.
resembles southern catalpa, Catalpa bignonioides Walt., and northern catalpa,  
C. speciosa (Warder) Warder ex Engelm., whch have leaves wth sparsely hary 
upper surfaces and rough hary lower surfaces and long slender, persstent beans. 
History and use.  Introduced n the early 1800s from East Asa.  Has been wdely 
planted as an ornamental and grown n scattered plantatons for speculatve hgh-
value wood exports to Japan.
Princesstree, Paulownia 0712
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Melia azedarach L. MEAZ
Plant.  Decduous tree to 50 feet (15 m) n heght and 2 feet (60 cm) n dameter, 
much branched wth multple boles, lacy dark-green leaves havng a musky odor, 
and clusters of lavender flowers n sprng yeldng persstent, posonous yellow berres. 
Stem.  Twgs stout, glossy greensh-brown wth lght dots (lentcels).  No termnal 
bud.  Numerous broad, V-shaped, rased leaf scars wth three bundle scars below a 
domed fuzzy bud.  Bark dark chocolate brown and becomng ncreasngly fissured 
wth age.  Wood soft and whte.
Leaves.  Alternately whorled, bpnnately compound, 1 to 2 feet (30 to 60 cm) long 
and 9 to 16 nches (23 to 40 cm) wde.  Leafstalk lme green wth base slghtly clasp-
ng stem.  Each leaflet lanceolate wth taperng tps, 1 to 3 nches (2.5 to 8 cm) long 
and 0.5 to 1.2 nches (1 to 3 cm) wde.  Margns varyng from entre to coarsely 
crenate to serrate and wavy.  Glossy dark green wth lght-green mdven above and 
pale green wth lghter-green mdven beneath, becomng golden yellow n fall.  
Flowers.  March to May.  Showy pancles from lower axls of new stems.  Fve 
pnksh-lavender to whtsh petals, stamens unted n dark-purple tube.  Fve green 
 sepals.  Fragrant.
Fruit and seeds.  July to January.  Berrylke sphercal drupe 0.5 to 0.7 nch (1.2 to 
1.8 cm) wde persstng through wnter and contanng a stone wth one to sx seeds. 
Lght green turnng yellowsh green then yellowsh tan.  Posonous to humans and 
lvestock.  
Ecology.  Common on roadsdes, at forest margns, and around old homestes but 
rare at hgh elevatons.  Semshade tolerant.  Forms colones from root sprouts or 
sprouts from root collars, and spreads by brd-dspersed abundant seeds.
resembles common elderberry, Sambucus canadensis L., a spreadng crowned 
shrub wth once pnnately compound leaves, margns finely serrate, and green to 
dark-purple berres n flat-topped clusters.
History and use.  Introduced n the md-1800s from Asa.  Wdely planted as a trad-
tonal ornamental around homestes.  Extracts potentally useful for natural pestcdes.
Chinaberrytree 0993
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Triadica sebifera (L.) Small trSE6 
Synonym: Chnese tallowtree, Sapium sebiferum (L.) Roxb.
Plant.  Decduous tree to 60 feet (18 m) n heght and 3 feet (90 cm) n dameter, wth 
heart-shaped leaves, danglng yellowsh spkes n sprng yeldng small clusters of 
three-lobed frut that splt to reveal popcorn-lke seeds n fall and wnter.
Stem.  Termnal clusters of flowers and fruts result n whorled branchng from 
lateral buds below frut clusters.  Twgs lme green turnng gray wth scattered brownsh 
dots (lentcels) later becomng stratons.  Numerous semcrcular leaf scars becom- 
ng rased wth age.  Bark lght gray and fissured.  Sap mlky.
Leaves.  Alternately whorled, dstnctvely heart-shaped wth a rounded wde-angled 
base and a short or long attenuate tp.  Blades 2 to 3 nches (5 to 8 cm) long and 
1.5 to 2.5 nches (4 to 6 cm) wde.  Dark-green wth lght-green md- and lateral vens 
and turnng yellow to red n fall.  Harless, lme-green petoles 1 to 3 nches (2.5 to 
8 cm) wth two tny glands on upper sde of juncture between blade and petole 
(requres magnficaton).
Flowers.  Aprl to June.  Slender, droopng spkes to 8 nches (20 cm) long of tny 
flowers.  Yellowsh-green sepals but no petals.  Female flowers at base and males 
along the spke.
Fruit and seeds.  August to January.  Small termnal clusters of three-lobed cap- 
sules (occasonally four to five lobed), each 0.5 to 0.75 nch (1.2 to 2 cm) across. 
Dark green n summer becomng black and splttng to reveal three whte-wax coated 
seeds 0.3 nch (0.8 cm) long and 0.2 nch (0.5 cm) wde.  Resemble popcorn and 
reman attached untl wnter.
Ecology.  Invades stream banks, rverbanks, and wet areas lke dtches as well as 
upland stes.  Thrves n both freshwater and salne sols.  Shade tolerant, flood 
tolerant, and allelopathc.  Increasng wdely through ornamental plantngs.  Spread- 
ng by brd- and water-dspersed seeds and colonzng by prolfic surface root sprouts. 
resembles cottonwoods, Populus spp., whch have wavy margned leaves and flak-
ng bark.
History and use.  Introduced from Chna to South Carolna n the 1700s and then n 
sgnficant numbers to the gulf coast n the early 1900s.  Plantngs for seed ol rec-
ommended by the U.S.  Department of Agrculture durng 1920 to 1940.  Ornamentals 
stll sold and planted.  Waxy seeds tradtonally used to make candles.  Honey plant 
for beekeepng.
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Elaeagnus angustifolia L. ELAN
Synonym: oleaster
Plant.  Decduous, thorny tree or shrub to 35 feet (10 m) n heght wth a sngle bole, 
many long narrow leaves, and many yellow frut covered wth mnute slvery scales.  
Stem.  Twgs slender, thorny, and slver scaly becomng glossy and greensh. 
Branches smooth and reddsh brown.  Pth pale brown to orange brown.  Bark dark 
brown and densely fissured.  
Leaves.  Alternate, long lanceolate to oblanceolate measurng 1.5 to 4 nches (4 to 
10 cm) long and 0.4 to 1.2 nches (1 to 3 cm) wde.  Margns entre (rarely toothed). 
Green to slghtly slvery above wth dense slver scales beneath.  Petoles short and 
slvery.
Flowers.  Aprl to July.  Axllary clusters, each wth 5 to 10 slvery-whte to yellow 
flowers.  Tubular wth four lobes.  Fragrant.
Fruit and seeds.  August to October.  Drupelke, hard fleshy frut 0.5 nch (1.2 cm) 
wde and long, resemblng an olve.  Lght green to yellow (sometmes tnged wth 
red).  One nutlet n each frut.  
Ecology.  Found as scattered plants n forest openngs, open forests, and along 
forest edges.  Thrves n sandy floodplans.  Shade ntolerant.  Spreads by brd- and 
other anmal-dspersed seeds.  A nonlegumnous ntrogen fixer.
resembles slverthorn or thorny olve, E. pungens Thunb., whch s an evergreen 
wth brown scaly and hary twgs, flowers n late fall producng few reddsh slver- 
scaly drupes n sprng.  Also resembles autumn olve, E. umbellata Thunb., whch 
has leaves wth nonscaly upper surfaces n summer, flowers n early summer, and 
many reddsh, rounded berres n fall and early wnter.
History and use.  Natve to Europe and western Asa, a recent (early 1900s) arrval 
n the upper part of the Southeast.  Intally planted as a yard ornamental, for wnd- 
breaks, surface mne reclamaton, and wldlfe habtat.
russian Olive 0997
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Elaeagnus pungens Thunb. ELPU2
Plant.  Evergreen, densely bushy shrub 3 to 25 feet (1 to 8 m) n heght, wth long 
lmber projectng shoots, scattered thorny branches.  Thck leaves, slver-brown scaly 
 beneath.  Often found as escaped sngle plants from anmal-dspersed seeds.
Stem.  Multple stems and densely branched.  Twgs brown and dense wth brown 
scales and hary when young.  Short shoots wth small leaves becomng sharp- 
branched or unbranched thorns 0.4 to 1.6 nches (1 to 4 cm) long, and n second 
year producng leafy lateral branches, followed by flowers n fall.  Lateral branches 
dstnctly long, lmber, and n late summer to sprng extendng beyond bushy crown 
and ascendng nto trees.  Bark dark drab and rough wth projectng thorns.
Leaves.  Alternate, oval to ellptc and thck, 0.4 to 4 nches (1 to 10 cm) long and 
0.2 to 2 nches (0.6 to 5 cm) wde.  Irregular and wavy margns.  Blade surfaces slver 
scaly n sprng becomng dark green or brownsh green above and densely slver 
scaly wth scattered brown scales beneath.  Petoles 0.1 to 0.2 nch (4 to 5 mm) long, 
grooved above.
Flowers.  October to December.  Axllary clusters, each wth one to three flowers, 
0.4 nch (1 cm) long, slvery whte to brown.  Tubular wth four lobes.  Fragrant.
Fruit and seeds.  March to June.  Oblong, jucy drupe, 0.3 to 0.6 nch (1 to 1.5 cm) 
long, contanng one nutlet.  Whtsh rpenng to red and finely dotted wth brown 
scales.  Persstent shrveled calyx tube at tp.
Ecology.  Fast-growng, weedy ornamental.  Tolerant to shade, drought, and salt. 
Spreads by anmal-dspersed seeds and occurs as scattered ndvduals, both n the 
open and under forest shade.  Increases n sze by prolfic stem sprouts.  Can clmb 
nto trees.
resembles autumn olve, E. umbellata Thunb., and Russan olve, E. angustifolia L., 
both of whch are decduous and are further descrbed n ths book.  Autumn olve 
has thn leaves wth slver scales (not slver brown) and abundant reddsh rounded 
berres n fall and early wnter.  Russan olve has slver scaly twgs and leaf surfaces, 
and many yellow olves n fall and wnter.
History and use.  Introduced as an ornamental from Chna and Japan n 1830. 
Frequently planted for hedgerows and on hghway rght-of-ways and stll used for 
landscapng.
Silverthorn, thorny Olive 2037
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Elaeagnus umbellata Thunb. ELUM
Plant.  Tardly decduous bushy leafy shrub, 3 to 20 feet (1 to 6 m) n heght, wth 
scattered thorny branches.  Leaves slvery scaly beneath, wth many red berres n 
fall.  
Stem.  Twgs slender and slver scaly, spur twgs common, wth some lateral twgs 
becomng ponted lke thorns.  Branches and man stems glossy olve drab wth scat-
tered thorns and many whtsh dots (lentcels), becomng lght gray to gray brown 
wth age and eventually fissurng to expose lght-brown nner bark.
Leaves.  Alternate, ellptc 2 to 3 nches (5 to 8 cm) long and 0.8 to 1.2 nches (2 to 
3 cm) wde.  Margns entre and wavy.  Brght green to gray green above wth slver 
scaly mdven and densely slver scaly beneath.  Petoles short and slvery.
Flowers.  February to June.  Axllary clusters, each wth 5 to 10 tubular flowers wth 
4 lobes.  Slvery whte to yellow.  Fragrant.
Fruit and seeds.  August to November.  Round, jucy drupe 0.3 to 0.4 nch (7 to 
10 mm) contanng one nutlet.  Red and finely doted wth slvery to slvery-brown 
scales.
Ecology.  Prefers drer stes.  Shade tolerant.  Spreads by anmal-dspersed seeds 
and found as scattered plants n forest openngs and open forests, eventually form- 
ng dense stands.  A nonlegumnous ntrogen fixer.
resembles slverthorn or thorny olve, E. pungens Thunb., and Russan olve,  
E. angustifolia L. Slverthorn s an evergreen that has brown scaly and hary twgs, 
flowers n late fall, and few reddsh-slver scaly drupes n sprng.  Russan olve has 
slver scaly twgs and leaves, flowers n early summer, and many yellow olves n fall 
and wnter.  Also resembles mnnebush, Menziesia pilosa (Mchx. ex Lam.) Juss. 
ex Pers., a Southern Appalachan natve at hgh elevatons, whch s dstngushed 
by glands, not scales, on the mdven and leaves wth finely serrate margns.
History and use.  Introduced from Chna and Japan n 1830.  Wdely planted for 
wldlfe habtat, strp mne reclamaton, and shelterbelts.  
Autumn Olive 2038
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Euonymus alatus (Thunb.) Seb. EUAL8
Synonyms: wahoo, wnged euonymus, burnng bush
Plant.  Decduous, wng-stemmed, bushy shrub to 12 feet (4 m) n heght, multple 
stemmed and much branched.  Canopy broad and leafy.  Small and obovate leaves 
green and turnng brght scarlet to purplsh red n fall.  Pared purple frut n fall.
Stem.  Four corky wngs or rdges appearng along young lme-green squarsh twgs 
and becomng wder wth age.  Numerous opposte branches, wth bases encrcled 
by corky rngs.  Larger branches and bark becomng lght gray.
Leaves.  Opposte, obovate, and thn, only 1 to 2 nches (2.5 to 5 cm) long and 
0.4 to 0.8 nch (1 to 2 cm) wde.  Tps taperng to an acute pont.  Margns finely 
crenate.  Both surfaces smooth and harless.  Dark green wth whtsh mdven above 
and lght green beneath turnng brght crmson to purplsh red n fall.  Petoles 0.04 to 
0.16 nches (1 to 4 mm) long.
Flowers.  Aprl to May.  Axllary pars of small flowers at the ends of a Y-shaped 
1-nch (2.5-cm) stem.  Flowers nconspcuous, 0.2 to 0.3 nch (6 to 8 mm) across, 
greensh-yellow, five-lobed, pstl elongatng as frut forms.
Fruit and seeds.  August to January.  Danglng pared (or sngle) reddsh capsules 
n leaf axls turnng purple and splttng n fall to reveal an orange fleshy-covered 
seed.
Ecology.  Shade tolerant.  Colonzes by root suckers and spreads by anmal-ds-
persed seeds.  
resembles the larger leaved speces of blueberry, Vaccinium spp., but ther leaves 
are alternate.  Possibly resembles rusty blackhaw, Viburnum rufidulum Raf., whch 
also has opposte leaves, but dstngushed by ther larger sze and leathery texture. 
Dormant twgs may resemble wnged elm, Ulmus alata Mchx., and sweetgum, Liq-
uidambar styraciflua L., whch are usually two-wnged nstead of four-wnged.
History and use.  Introduced from northeast Asa n the 1860s.  Wdely planted as 
an ornamental and for hghway beautficaton.
Winged burning bush 2042
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Ligustrum sinense Lour./L. vulgare L. LISI/LIVU
Plant.  Semevergreen to evergreen, thcket-formng shrubs to 30 feet (9 m) n 
heght that are multple stemmed and leanng-to-archng wth long leafy branches. 
Essentally ndstngushable except at flowerng.  Chnese prvet s the most wdely 
occurrng.
Stem.  Opposte or whorled, long slender branchng that ncreases upward wth 
twgs projectng outward at near rght angles.  Brownsh gray turnng gray green and 
short hary (rusty or graysh) wth lght dots (lentcels).  Leaf scars semcrcular wth 
one bundle scar.  Bark brownsh gray to gray and slghtly rough (not fissured).
Leaves.  Opposte n two rows at near rght angle to stem, thn, ovate to ellptc wth 
rounded tp (often mnutely ndented), 0.8 to 1.6 nches (2 to 4 cm) long and 0.4 to 
1.2 nches (1 to 3 cm) wde.  Margns entre.  Lustrous green above and pale green 
wth hary mdven beneath (European prvet not hary beneath).  Petoles 0.04 to 
0.2 nch (1 to 5 mm) long, rusty hary.  Leaves usually persstent durng wnter.
Flowers.  Aprl to June.  Abundant, termnal and upper axllary clusters on short 
branches formng pancles of whte flowers.  Corolla four-lobed, tube 0.06 to 0.1 nch 
(1.5 to 2 mm) long and equal or shorter than the lobes, wth stamens extendng from 
the corolla on Chnese prvet and wthn the corolla on European prvet.  Fragrant.
Fruit and seeds.  July to March.  Dense ovod drupes hangng or projectng outward, 
0.2 to 0.3 nch (6 to 8 mm) long and 0.16 nch (4 mm) wde, contanng one to four 
seeds.  Pale green n summer rpenng to dark purple and appearng almost black n 
late fall to wnter.
Ecology.  Aggressve and troublesome nvasves, often formng dense thckets, 
 partcularly n bottom-land forests and along fencerows, thus ganng access to for-
ests, fields, and rght-of-ways.  Shade tolerant.  Colonze by root sprouts and spread 
wdely by abundant brd- and other anmal-dspersed seeds.
resemble Japanese prvet, L. japonicum Thunb., whch has larger leaves and s 
further descrbed n ths book.  Also resemble upland swampprvet, Forestiera 
ligustrina (Mchx.) Por., whch occurs manly on rocky stes and has short twgs and 
sparse flowers and frut.
History and use.  Introduced from Chna and Europe n the early to md-1800s. 
Tradtonal southern ornamentals.  Deer browse Chnese prvet sprouts.
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Ligustrum japonicum Thunb./L. lucidum At. f. LIJA/LILU2
Plant.  Evergreen to 20 feet (6 m) n heght for Japanese prvet and 35 feet (10 m) n 
heght for glossy prvet, wth spreadng crowns, thck opposte leaves, concal clusters 
of whte flowers n sprng, and green to purple-black frut n summer and wnter.
Stem.  Twgs harless and pale green becomng brownsh to reddsh tnged.  Branches 
opposte and brownsh gray wth many rased corky dots (lentcels).  Bark lght gray 
and smooth except for scattered horzontal, dscontnuous rdges.
Leaves.  Opposte, leathery, ovate to oblong, bases rounded and tps blunt or taperng 
often wth a tny sharp tp.  Two to four nches (5 to 10 cm) long and 1 to 2 nches (2.5 to 
5 cm) wde.  Margns entre and often yellowsh rmmed and turned upward wth glossy 
prvet and slghtly rolled under wth Japanese prvet.  Upper blades lustrous dark green 
wth 6 to 8 pars of lght-green vens wth glossy prvet and 4 to 6 pars of ndstnct vens 
wth Japanese prvet that protrude slghtly from  lght green lower surfaces. Petoles 0.4 
to 0.8 nch (1 to 2 cm) long for glossy prvet and 0.2 to 0.4 nch (6 to 12 mm) long for 
Japanese prvet, lght green and glossy prvet sometmes reddsh tnged.
Flowers.  Aprl to June.  Loosely branchng, termnal- and upper-axllary, concal clus-
ters of many small whte four-petaled flowers.  Fragrant.
Fruit and seeds.  July to February.  Concal-shaped, branched termnal clusters of 
ovod drupes, each 0.2 to 0.5 nch (5 to 12 mm) long and 0.2 nch (5 mm) wde.  Pale 
green n summer rpenng to blue black n wnter.
Ecology.  Sngle plants or thcket-formng, occurrng n the same habtats as Chnese 
prvet, but generally not as abundant, dependng upon locaton.  Invade both lowland 
and upland habtats, but usually more prevalent n lowlands.  Shade tolerant.  Colonze 
by root sprouts and spread by abundant brd- and other anmal-dspersed seeds.
resembles Chnese prvet, L. sinense Lour., whch has smaller and thnner leaves, s 
further descrbed n ths book.  Also resembles redtp, also named photna, Photinia x 
fraseri Dress, an ornamental shrub that has smlar but alternate leaves.  
History and use.  Introduced from Japan and Korea n 1845 and 1794, respectvely. 
Wdely planted as ornamentals and escaped.
Japanese / Glossy Privet 2104
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Amur honeysuckle, Lonicera maackii (Rupr.) Herder LOMA6 
Morrow’s honeysuckle, L. morrowii Gray LOMO2 
tatarian honeysuckle, L. tatarica L. LOtA
Sweet-breath-of-spring, L. fragrantissima Lndl. & Paxton LOFr 
bell’s honeysuckle, L. xbella Zabel    LObE
     (hybrd Morrows and Tataran) 
Plant.  Tardly decduous, uprght, archng-branched shrubs to small trees.  Amur to 
30 feet (9 m) n heght and spndly n forests, Morrow’s to 6.5 feet (2 m) n heght, 
Tataran and sweet-breath-of-sprng to 10 feet (3 m) n heght, and Bell’s to 20 feet 
(6 m) n heght.  Much branched and archng n openngs, multple stemmed, dark-
green opposte leaves, showy whte to pnk or yellow flowers, and abundant orange 
to red berres.
Stem.  Opposte branched, lght tan wth braded-strand appearance.  Bark often 
flakng.  Older branches hollow.
Leaves.  Opposte n two rows, ovate to oblong wth rounded to subcordate bases, 
1.2 to 4 nches (3 to 10 cm) long.  Persstent nto wnter.  Margns entre.  Amur 
taperng to a long slender tp; Bell’s to a medum taperng tp; and others wth short 
ponted tps.  Morrow’s wth wrnkled upper surface and both Amur and Bell’s soft-
hary lower surface, others wth harless leaves. Petoles 0.1 to 0.4 nch (2.5 to 10 
mm) long.  
Flowers.  February to June.  Axllary, bracted short-stemmed clusters, each wth one 
to several whte to yellow (some pnk to red) flowers.  Petals tubular flarng to five 
lobes n two lps (upper lp four-lobed, lower lp sngle-lobed).  Fve extended 
stamen.  Fragrant.
Fruit and seeds.  June to February.  Abundant sphercal, glossy berres pared n 
leaf axls, each 0.2 to 0.5 nch (6 to 12 mm).  Green becomng pnk and rpenng to 
red (sometmes yellow or orange).  Usually persstent nto wnter.  
Ecology.  Often forms dense thckets n open forests, forest edges, abandoned 
felds, pastures, roadsdes, and other open upland habtats.  Relatvely shade 
tolerant.  Colonze by root sprouts and spread by abundant brd- and other anmal-
dspersed seeds.  Seeds long-lved n the sol.
resemble the woody vne, Japanese honeysuckle, L. japonica Thunb, as far as 
leaves and flowers. Also resemble the natve shrub Amercan fly honeysuckle, L. 
canadensis Bartr. ex Marsh., whch has hary margned leaves, blue frut, and found 
at hgh elevatons n mountans. Also resemble the natve bush honeysuckles, 
Diervilla spp., whch have smlar leaves but termnal flowers n cymes and capsules 
for frut.
History and use.  All ntroduced from Asa n the 1700s and 1800s.  Mstakenly used 
as ornamentals and wldlfe plants.
bush Honeysuckles 2105
States with suspected 
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Nandina domestica Thunb. NADO
Plant.  Evergreen erect shrub to 8 feet (2.5 m) n heght, wth multple bushy stems 
that resemble bamboo, glossy bpnnately compound green (or reddsh) leaves, whte 
to pnksh flowers n termnal clusters, and brght red berres n fall and wnter.
Stem.  Large compound leaves resemblng leafy branches, woody leafstalk bases 
persstng as stubby branches, and overlappng sheaths encasng the man stem. 
Stubby branches whorled alternately up the stem and tghtly stacked near termnals 
for a gven year’s growth.  The overlappng sheaths on the man stem gve the appear-
ance of bamboo, thus, the common name.  Stem fleshy and greensh gray near 
termnal, becomng woody barked and tan to brown wth fissures towards the base. 
Wood brght yellow.  
Leaves.  Alternately whorled, bpnnately compound on 1.5 to 3 feet (0.5 to 1 m) 
slender leafstalks, often reddsh tnged wth jonts dstnctly segmented.  Leafstalk 
bases claspng stems wth a V-notch on the opposte sde of attachment.  Nne to 
eghty-one nearly sessle leaflets, lanceolate to damond-shaped, 0.5 to 4 nches 
(1.2 to 10 cm) long and 0.4 to 1.2 nches (1 to 3 cm) wde.  Glossy lght green to dark 
green sometmes red tnged or burgundy.  
Flowers.  May to July.  Termnal (or axllary) pancles of several hundred flowers, 
4 to 10 nches (10 to 25 cm) long.  Pnk n bud, openng to three (two to four) lan- 
ceolate decduous petals, whte to cream, wth yellow anthers 0.2 to 0.3 nch 
(6 to 8 mm) long.  Fragrant.
Fruit and seeds.  September to Aprl.  Dense termnal and axllary clusters of fleshy, 
sphercal berres 0.2 to 0.3 nch (6 to 8 mm).  Lght green rpenng to brght red.  Two 
hemsphercal seeds.
Ecology.  Occurs under forest canopes and near forest edges.  Shade tolerant. 
Seedlngs frequent n vcnty of old plantngs.  Varyng leaf colors n the varous 
cultvars, some of whch do not produce vable seeds.  Colonzes by root sprouts and 
spreads by anmal-dspersed seeds.
History and use.  Introduced from eastern Asa and Inda n the early 1800s.  Wdely 
planted as an ornamental, now escaped and spreadng from around old homes and 
recent landscape plantngs.  Sterle seeded reddsh cultvars avalable.  
Sacred bamboo, Nandina 2113
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Multiflora rose, Rosa multiflora Thunb. ex Murr. rOMU
Macartney rose, R. bracteata J.C. Wendl. rObr
Cherokee rose, R. laevigata Mchx. rOLA
Plant.  Evergreen except multflora.  Erect clmbng, archng, or tralng shrubs to 
10 feet (3 m) n heght or length.  Clump formng.  Pnnately compound leaves, frequent 
recurved and straght thorns, clustered or sngle whte flowers n early summer, and 
red rose hps n fall to wnter.  
Stem.  Long archng or clmbng by clngng usng recurved or straght thorns. 
Green wth leaf and branch scars lnear and spaced lke nodes.  Flower buds of 
multflora often red n wnter.  Bark dark brown wth streaks of lght brown or green.
Leaves.  Alternate, odd-pnnately compound wth three to nne ellptc to lanceolate 
leaflets, each 1 to 3 nches (2.5 to 8 cm) long.  Margns finely and sharply serrate. 
Leafstalk bases claspng, channeled, and often brstled on margns wth toothed 
hars.
Flowers.  Aprl to June.  Termnal or axllary branched clusters or sngle flowers.  Fve 
whte petals.  Many yellow anthers n center.
Fruit and seeds.  July to December.  Rose hp, sphercal, and fleshy, 0.25 to 0.4 nch 
(0.6 to 1 cm).  Green to yellow and rpenng to glossy red.
Ecology.  Form small-to-large nfestatons often clmbng up nto trees.  Multflora 
wdely planted and often spreadng along rght-of-ways and nvadng new forests 
and forest margns.  Colonze by prolfic sproutng and stems that root, and spread 
by anmal-dspersed seeds.
resemble natve Carolna rose, R. carolina L., swamp rose, R. palustris Marsh., and 
clmbng rose, R. setigera Mchx., all of whch have pnk flowers n sprng and 
nonbrstled leafstalk bases, but none formng extensve nfestatons except swamp 
rose n wet habtat.
History and use.  Introduced from Asa.  Tradtonally planted as ornamentals, lve-
stock contanment, and wldlfe habtat.  Multflora wdely planted for “lvng fences” or 
screenng.
Nonnative roses 2160
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Celastrus orbiculatus Thunb. CEOr7
Synonym: Asan bttersweet
Plant.  Decduous, twnng and clmbng woody vne to 60 feet (20 m) n tree crowns, 
formng thcket and arbor nfestatons.  Ellptc to rounded leaves, axllary danglng 
clusters of nconspcuous yellowsh flowers n sprng, and green sphercal frut that 
splt to reveal three-parted showy scarlet berres n wnter.
Stem.  Woody vne to 4 nches (10 cm) dameter, twnng and arbor formng, wth 
many alternate droopng branches growng at angles and eventually becomng 
straght.  Olve drab wth many rased whtsh corky dots (lentcels) becomng tan to 
gray.  Branch scars of frut clusters semcrcular, each wth a tny corky shelf 
projecton.
Leaves.  Alternate, 1.2 to 5 nches (3 to 12 cm) long.  Varable shaped, long taperng 
tpped when young becomng larger and round tpped when mature.  Margns finely 
blunt toothed.  Dark green becomng brght yellow n late summer to fall.  Base taper-
ng nto 0.4- to 1.2-nch (1- to 3-cm) petole.
Flowers.  May.  Numerous tny-branched axllary clusters (cymes), each wth three 
to seven nconspcuous orange-yellow flowers.  Fve petals.
Fruit and seeds.  August to January.  Danglng clusters of sphercal 0.5-nch 
(1.2-cm) capsules, tpped wth a persstent pstl.  Green turnng yellow orange then 
tan.  In wnter, splttng and foldng upward to reveal three fleshy scarlet sectons, 
each contanng two whte seeds.  Persstent n wnter at most leaf axls.  
Ecology.  Occurs on a wde range of stes manly along forest edges.  Found as 
scattered plants to extensve nfestatons n forest openngs, margns, and roadsdes 
as well as n meadows.  Shade tolerant but densest nfestatons along forest edges 
and n openngs.  Colonzes by prolfic vne growth and seedlngs, and spreads by 
brd- and other anmal-dspersed seeds and humans collectng decoratve frut- 
bearng vnes.
resembles Amercan bttersweet, C. scandens L., whch has only termnal flowers 
and frut, and leaves usually twce as large but absent among the flowers and frut. 
Hybrdzaton suspected between the two speces.  Also resembles grape vnes, 
Vitis spp., n wnter, but can be dstngushed by persstent scarlet frut versus grapes.
History and use.  Introduced from Asa n 1736.  Very showy ornamental wth 
berred vnes that are tradtonally collected as home decoratons n wnter, whch 
promotes spread when dscarded.
Oriental bittersweet 3026
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Air yam, Dioscorea bulbifera L. DIbU
Chinese yam, Cinnamon vine, D. oppositifolia L., formerly D. batatas Dcne. DIOP
Water yam, D. alata L. DIAL2
Synonym: ar potato
Plant.  Herbaceous, hgh clmbng vnes to 65 feet (20 m) long, nfestatons coverng shrubs and 
trees.  Twnng and sprawlng stems wth long-petoled heart-shaped leaves.  Spreadng by dan- 
glng potato-lke tubers (bulbls) at leaf axls and underground tubers.  Monocots.
Stem.  Twnng and coverng vegetaton, branchng, harless.  Internode cross sectons round for 
ar yam to angled for Chnese and water yams.  Water yam nodes wnged and reddsh.  All stems 
dyng back n wnter leavng some small bulbls attached.  
Leaves.  Alternate (ar) or combnaton alternate and opposte (Chnese and water).  Heart-shaped 
to trangular wth elongated tps, thn and harless, 4 to 8 nches (10 to 20 cm) long and 2 to 
6 nches (5 to 15 cm) wde.  Long petoled.  Basal lobes broadly rounded (ar) or often angled 
(Chnese and water).  Margns smooth.  Vens parallel and convergng at base.  Dark green wth 
slghtly ndented curved vens above (qulted appearng) and lghter green beneath.  Chnese yam 
leaves turnng brght yellow n fall.
Flowers.  May to August.  Rare, small, male and female flowers n pancles or spkes on separate 
plants, to 4.5 nches (11 cm) long n axls.  Green to whte.  Fragrant, wth Chnese yam havng a 
cnnamon fragrance (thus the common name cnnamon vne).
Fruit and seeds.  June to September (and year-round).  Aeral tubers (bulbls) resemblng mna- 
ture potatoes beng the most notable frut wth 1 to 4 occurrng at leaf axls that drop and sprout to 
form new plants.  Shape sphercal (ar and Chnese) to oblong (water).  Texture smooth (ar) to 
warty (Chnese) to rough (water).  Ar yam to 5 nches (12 cm) long, Chnese yam to 1 nch (2.5 cm) 
long, and water yam to 1.2 nches (3 cm) long and 4 nches (10 cm) wde.  Very rarely have 
capsules and wnged seeds, whch have questonable vablty.  
Ecology.  Rapd growng and occurrng on open to semshady stes: water yams n Florda, ar 
yams extendng from Florda to adjacent States, and Chnese yams n all States except Florda. 
All dyng back durng wnter but able to cover small trees n a year, wth old vnes provdng trel- 
lses for regrowth.  Spread and persst by underground tubers and abundant producton of aeral 
yams, whch drop and form new plants and can spread by water.
resemble greenbrer, Smilax spp., whch has thorns and green-to-purple berres but no aeral 
potatoes.  Also resemble several natve Dioscorea speces that do not form dense vne nfesta- 
tons nor have aeral tubers (bulbls): fourleaf yam, D. quaternata J.F. Gmel.; wld yam, D. villosa L., 
wth hary upper leaf surfaces; natve Florda yam, D. floridana Bartlett; and, only n Florda, non- 
natve Zanzbar yam, D. sansibarensis Pax. 
History and use.  Introduced from Afrca (ar) and Asa (Chnese and water) as possble food 
sources n the 1800s.  Ornamentals often spread by unsuspectng gardeners ntrgued by the 
danglng yams.  Presently cultvated for medcnal use.
Air Yam September
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Euonymus fortunei (Tursz.) Hand.-Maz. EUFO5
Synonyms: clmbng euonymus, gaty
Plant.  Evergreen woody vne clmbng to 40 to 70 feet (12 to 22 m) and clngng by 
aeral roots or rootng at nodes, or standng as a shrub to 3 feet (1 m) n heght. 
Leaves thck and dark green or green-whte varegated on green stems.  Pnksh-to- 
red capsules splttng open n fall to expose fleshy orange seeds.
Stem.  Twgs stout, lme green, and harless becomng ncreasngly dusted and 
streaked wth lght-gray reddsh corky bark.  Patches or lnes of protrudng aeral 
roots underneath or along surfaces used for attachment.  Branches opposte, leaf 
scars thn upturned whte crescents, and branch scars juttng and contanng a lght 
semcrcle.  Older stems covered wth gray corky bark becomng fissured and then 
checked.
Leaves.  Opposte broadly oval, moderately thck, wth bases taperng to petole. 
One to 2.5 nches (2.5 to 6 cm) long and 1 to 1.8 nches (2.5 to 4.5 cm) wde.  Margns 
finely crenate, somewhat turned under, to wavy.  Blades smooth glossy, harless, 
dark green wth whtsh md- and lateral vens (or varegated green whte above and 
lght green beneath).  Petoles 0.15 to 0.4 nch (0.4 to 1 cm) long.
Flowers.  May to July.  Axllary clusters of small greensh-yellow nconspcuous flowers 
at the ends of Y-shaped stems, each flower 0.1 nch (2 to 3 mm) wde.  Fve petals. 
Pstls soon elongatng wth frut.
Fruit and seeds.  September to November.  Danglng pared or sngle pnksh-to-red 
capsules, 0.2 to 0.4 nch (5 to 10 mm) long, splttng to reveal a fleshy orange-to-red 
covered seed.
Ecology.  Forms dense ground cover and can clmb trees eventually overtoppng 
them.  Shade tolerant occurrng under dense stands but avodng wet areas.  Colo- 
nzes by tralng and clmbng vnes that root at nodes, and spreads by brd-, other 
anmal-, and water-dspersed seeds.
resembles the larger leaved speces of blueberry, Vaccinium spp., but ther leaves 
are alternate.  Possibly resembles the opposte- and thck-leaved rusty blackhaw, 
Viburnum rufidulum Raf., whch s dstngushed by dark buds n each axl.
History and use.  Introduced from Asa n 1907.  Ornamental ground cover.
Winter Creeper 3042
States with suspected 
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Hedera helix L. HEHE
Plant.  Evergreen woody vne clmbng to 90 feet (28 m) by clngng aeral roots and 
tralng to form dense ground cover.  Thck dark-green leaves wth whtsh vens and three 
to five ponted lobes when juvenle.  Maturng at about 10 years nto erect plants or branches 
wth unlobed leaves and termnal flower clusters that yeld purplsh berres.  Toxc to 
humans when eaten and trggerng dermatts n senstve ndvduals.
Stem.  Woody slender vnes when a ground cover and growng to 10 nches (25 cm) n 
dameter when clmbng nfested trees and rocks by many fine to stout aeral rootlets. 
Vnes pale green (sometmes reddsh tnged), rootng at nodes, becomng covered wth 
gray-brown shny bark, segmented by encrclng and rased leaf scars, and roughened by 
tny rdges.  Bark lght gray to brown, bumpy and gnarly, wth aeral rootlets developng 
along the sde where clngng to vertcal structures.  Aeral rootlets exudng a gluelke 
substance.  Older vnes sometmes grown together where crossed.  
Leaves.  Alternate, wth shapes varyng accordng to age—typcal juvenle plants havng 
three to five ponted lobes and mature plants broadly lanceolate and unlobed, 2 to 
4 nches (5 to 10 cm) long and 2.5 to 5 nches (6 to 12 cm) wde.  Thck and waxy, smooth 
and harless, dark green wth whtsh vens radatng from the petole and pale green 
beneath.  Petoles to 6 nches (15 cm) long, pale green and often reddsh tnged.
Flowers.  June to October.  Termnal hary-stemmed umbel clusters of small greensh- 
yellow flowers on mature plants.  Fve thck and ponted petals, 0.1 nch (3 mm) long. 
Each petal radatng from a five-sded domed green floral dsk, 0.1 nch (3 mm) wde, 
 tpped by a short pstl.
Fruit and seeds.  October to May.  Clusters of sphercal drupes, 0.2 to 0.3 nch (7 to 8 mm). 
Pale green n late summer rpenng to dark blue to purplsh n late wnter to sprng.
Ecology.  Thrves n most open forests, but adaptable to a range of mosture and sol 
condtons, ncludng rocky clffs.  Shade tolerance allowng early growth under dense 
stands, but becomng adapted to hgher lght levels wth maturty.  Avods wet areas. 
Amasses on nfested trees, decreasng vgor, and ncreasng chance of wndthrow.  Serves 
as a reservor for bacteral leaf scorch that nfects oaks (Quercus spp.), elms (Ulmus 
spp.), and maples (Acer spp.).  Spreads by brd-dspersed seeds and colonzes by tralng 
and clmbng vnes that root at nodes.  Drupes mldly toxc, dscouragng over consump-
ton by brds.  
resembles grape, Vitis spp., whch has a leaf that s smlarly shaped but not thck and 
often hary.
History and use.  Introduced from Europe n colonal tmes.  Tradtonal ornamental and 
stll wdely planted as an ornamental.  Source of varnsh resn, dye, and tannng substances.
English Ivy 3071
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Lonicera japonica Thunb. LOJA
Plant.  Semevergreen to evergreen woody vne, hgh clmbng and tralng to 
80 feet (24 m) long, branchng and often formng arbors n forest canopes and/or 
ground cover under canopes and formng long woody rhzomes that sprout frequently.
Stem.  Slender woody vne becomng stout to 2 nches (5 cm) n dameter, wth cross 
secton round and opposte branchng.  Brown and hary becomng tan barked, fis-
sured, and sloughng wth age.  Rootng at low nodes.
Leaves.  Opposte, broadly ovate to ellptc to oblong, base rounded, tps blunt-ponted 
to round.  Length 1.6 to 2.6 nches (4 to 6.5 cm) and wdth 0.8 to 1.5 nches (2 to 
4 cm).  Margns entre but often lobed n early sprng.  Both surfaces smooth to rough 
hary, wth undersurface appearng whtsh.
Flowers.  Aprl to August.  Axllary pars, each 0.8 to 1.2 nches (2 to 3 cm) long, on 
a bracted stalk.  Whte (or pnk) and pale yellow.  Fragrant.  Thn tubular flarng nto 
five lobes n two lps (upper lp four-lobed and lower lp sngle-lobed), wth the long- 
est lobes roughly equal to the tube.  Fve stamens and one pstl, all projectng out- 
ward and becomng curved.  Persstent sepals.
Fruit and seeds.  June to March.  Nearly sphercal, green rpenng to black, glossy 
berry 0.2 nch (5 to 6 mm) on stalks 0.4 to 1.2 nches (1 to 3 cm) long.  Two to three 
seeds.
Ecology.  Most commonly occurrng nvasve plant, overwhelmng and replacng natve 
flora n all forest types over a wde range of stes.  Occurs as dense nfestatons 
along forest margns and rght-of-ways as well as under dense canopes and as 
arbors hgh n canopes.  Shade tolerant.  Perssts by large woody rootstocks and 
spreads by rootng at vne nodes and anmal-dspersed seeds.
resembles yellow jassamne, Gelsemium sempervirens (L.) St. Hl., whch has thn- 
ner leaves and harless stems.  Also resembles natve honeysuckles, Lonicera 
spp., that usually have reddsh harless stems and harless leaves and do not form 
extensve nfestatons.
History and use.  Introduced from Japan n the early 1800s.  Tradtonal ornamental, 
valued as deer browse, wth some value for eroson control.  Stll planted n wldlfe 
food plots.
Japanese Honeysuckle 3101
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Pueraria montana (Lour.) Merr. PUMOL
Synonyms: P. lobata (Wlld.) Ohw, P. montana var. lobata (Wlld.) Maesen & 
S. Almeda
Plant.  Decduous twnng, tralng, mat-formng, ropelke woody legumnous vne, 
35 to 100 feet (10 to 30 m) long wth three-leaflet leaves.  Large semwoody tuberous 
roots reachng depths of 3 to 16 feet (1 to 5 m).  Leaves and small vnes dyng wth 
first frost and matted dead leaves persstent durng wnter.
Stem.  Woody vnes to 10 nches (25 cm) n dameter, round n cross secton, wth 
nfrequent branchng.  Stems yellow green wth dense erect golden hars and upward 
matted slver hars, agng to ropelke, lght gray, and harless.  Frequent unswollen 
nodes that root when on the ground.  Mature bark eventually rough, rgd, and usually 
dark brown.  
Leaves.  Alternate, pnnately compound three-leaflet leaves, each leaflet 3 to 7 nches 
(8 to 18 cm) long and 2.5 to 8 nches (6 to 20 cm) wde.  Usually slghtly lobed 
(unless n shade): a two-lobed symmetrc mddle leaflet and two one-lobed sde leaf- 
lets, all petoles swollen near leaflets.  Tps ponted.  Margns thn membranous and 
fine golden hary.  Leafstalks 6 to 12 nches (15 to 30 cm) long, long hary, base 
swollen, wth decduous stpules.
Flowers.  June to September.  Axllary slender clusters (racemes), 2 to 12 nches 
(5 to 30 cm) long, of pealke flowers n pars (or threes) from rased nodes spralng 
up the stalk, openng from the base to top.  Petals lavender to wne colored wth 
yellow centers.
Fruit and seeds.  September to January.  Clustered dry, flattened legume pods 
(bulgng above the seeds) each 1.2 to 3 nches (3 to 8 cm) long and 0.3 to 0.5 nch 
(8 to 12 mm) wde.  Green rpenng to tan wth stff golden-brown hars.  Splttng on 
one to two sdes to release a few ovod seeds.
Ecology.  Occurs n old nfestatons, along rght-of-ways and stream banks.  Forms 
dense mats over the ground, debrs, shrubs, and mature trees formng dense patches 
by twnng on objects less than 4 nches (10 cm) n dameter.  Colonzes by vnes 
rootng at nodes and spreads by wnd-, anmal-, and water-dspersed seeds.  Seed 
vablty varable.  Legumnous ntrogen fixer.  
History and use.  Introduced from Japan and Chna n early 1900s wth contnued 
seed mportaton.  Eroson control, lvestock feed, and folk art.
Kudzu 3123
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Common periwinkle, Vinca minor L. VIMI2 
bigleaf periwinkle, V. major L. VIMA
Plant.  Evergreen to semevergreen vnes, somewhat woody, tralng or scramblng 
to 3 feet (1 m) long and uprght to 1 foot (30 cm).  Volet pnwheel-shaped flowers.
Stem.  Slender (common perwnkle) to stout (bgleaf perwnkle), succulent becom- 
ng somewhat woody (tough to break) wth flowerng branches erect and jonted at 
axls.  Harless and smooth.  Dark green at base to lght green upward wth a reddsh 
tnge.
Leaves.  Opposte.  Glossy and harless, somewhat thck, wth margns slghtly rolled 
under.  Common perwnkle narrow ellptc, 0.8 to 1.8 nches (2 to 4.5 cm) long and 
0.4 to 1 nch (1 to 2.5 cm) wde, wth petoles 0.1 nch (1 to 3 mm) long.  Bgleaf 
perwnkle heart-shaped to somewhat trangular to ellptc, 1.5 to 2.5 nches (4 to 
6 cm) long and 1 to 1.5 nches (2.5 to 4 cm) wde, wth petoles 0.2 to 0.4 nch (5 to 
10 mm) long.  Blades dark green wth whtsh lateral and mdvens above and lghter 
green wth whtsh mdvens beneath.  Some varetes varegated.
Flowers.  Aprl to May (sporadcally May to September).  Axllary, usually soltary. 
Volet to blue lavender (to whte), wth five petals radatng pnwheel-lke at rght 
angles from the floral tube.  Common perwnkle 1 nch (2.5 cm) wde wth a 0.3- to 
0.5-nch (8- to 12-mm) long tube.  Bgleaf perwnkle 1.5 to 2 nches (4 to 5 cm) wde 
wth a 0.6- to 0.8-nch (1.5- to 2-cm) long tube.  Fve sepals long lanceolate, about 
0.4 nch (1 cm), hary margned.  
Fruit and seeds.  May to July.  Slender, cylndrcal frut to 2 nches (5 cm) long. 
Becomng dry and splttng to release three to five seeds.
Ecology.  Found around old homeste plantngs and scattered n open to dense 
canoped forests.  Form mats and extensve nfestatons even under forest canopes 
by vnes rootng at nodes, wth vablty of seeds yet to be reported.
resemble partrdgeberry, Mitchella repens L., whch has cordate leaves, whte twn 
flowers, and red berres.  Also, may resemble yellow jasmne, Gelsemium 
sempervirens (L.) St. Hl., whch has wder spaced leaves and reddsh stems, often 
whte waxy.
History and use.  Introduced from Europe n 1700s.  Ornamental ground cover, 
commonly sold and planted by gardeners.
Vincas, Periwinkles 3211
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Chinese wisteria, Wisteria sinensis (Sms) DC. WISI
Japanese wisteria, W. floribunda (Wlld.) DC. WIFL
Plant.  Decduous hgh clmbng, twnng, or tralng legumnous woody vnes (or 
cultured as shrubs) to 70 feet (20 m) long.  Chnese and Japanese wstera dfficult to 
dstngush due to possble hybrdzaton.
Stem.  Woody vnes to 10 nches (25 cm) n dameter wth nfrequent alternate branch-
ng.  Twgs densely short hary.  Older bark of Chnese wstera tght and dark gray 
wth lght dots (lentcels) compared to whte bark of Japanese wstera.
Leaves.  Alternate, odd pnnately compound 4 to 16 nches (10 to 40 cm) long, wth 
7 to 13 leaflets (Chnese) or 13 to 19 leaflets (Japanese), and stalks wth swollen 
bases.  Leaflets oval to ellptc wth taperng ponted tps 1.6 to 3 nches (4 to 8 cm) 
long and 1 to 1.4 nches (2.5 to 3.5 cm) wde.  Harless to short hary at maturty but 
densely slky hary when young.  Margns entre and wavy.  Sessle or short petoled.
Flowers.  March to May.  Danglng and showy, stalked clusters (racemes) appearng 
when leaves emerge, 4 to 20 nches (10 to 50 cm) long and 3 to 3.5 nches (7 to 
9 cm) wde.  All bloomng at about the same tme (Chnese) or gradually from base 
(Japanese).  Pealke flowers, corolla lavender to volet (to pnk to whte).  Fragrant.
Fruit and seeds.  July to November.  Flattened legume pod, rregularly oblong to 
oblanceolate, 2.5 to 6 nches (6 to 15 cm) long and 0.8 to 1.2 nches (2 to 3 cm) wde. 
Velvety hary, greensh brown to golden, splttng on two sdes to release one to eght 
flat round brown seeds, each 0.5 to 1 nch (1.2 to 2.5 cm) n dameter.
Ecology.  Form dense nfestatons where prevously planted.  Occur on wet to dry 
stes.  Colonze by vnes twnng and coverng shrubs and trees and by runners 
rootng at nodes when vnes covered by leaf ltter.  Seeds water-dspersed along 
rparan areas.  Large seed sze a deterrent to anmal dspersal.
resemble natve or naturalzed Amercan wstera, W. frutescens (L.) Por., whch 
does not form extensve nfestatons, occurs n wet forests, flowers n June to August 
after leaves developed, and has 6-nch (15-cm) flower clusters, 9 to 15 leaflets, har- 
less pods, and slender old vnes.  Also may resemble trumpet creeper, Campsis 
radicans (L.) Seem. ex Bureau, whch has leaflets wth coarsely toothed margns.
History and use.  Introduced from Asa n the early 1800s.  Tradtonal southern 
porch vnes.
Nonnative Wisterias 3251
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
AprilChinese wisteria
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Arundo donax L. ArDO4
Plant.  Gant reed grass, cornlke stems, thcket formng n dstnct clumps to 20 feet 
(6 m) n heght, wth gray-green and harless stems, long-lanceolate leaves alter- 
nately juttng from stems and droopng at the ends, and large plumelke termnal 
pancles.  Seed nfertle.  Spreadng from tuberous rhzomes.  Dred grass remanng 
standng n wnter and sprng.
Stem.  Somewhat succulent and fibrous, wth round cross secton to 1 nch (2.5 cm). 
Sold jonted every 1 to 8 nches (2.5 to 20 cm) and covered by overlappng leaf 
sheaths.  Gray to yellowsh green.  Intally whte pthed and becomng hollow 
between jonts.  Old stems sometmes persstent nto the followng summer.
Leaves.  Alternate, cornlke, long lanceolate wth both surfaces harless, and clasp- 
ng stem wth conspcuous whtsh base.  Eghteen to thrty nches (45 to 76 cm) long 
and 1 to 4 nches (2.5 to 10 cm) wde near base.  Margns and lgule membranous 
(about 1 mm).  Mdven whtsh near base becomng nconspcuous towards tp.  Vens 
parallel.  Sheaths overlappng, harless, and semglossy.  
Flowers.  August to September.  Termnal erect dense plumes of whorled stemmed 
flowers to 36 nches (1 m) long.  Husks hary, membranous wth several vens, and 
greensh to whtsh to purplsh.
Seeds.  October to March.  Dense termnal plume, spndle-shaped, densely hary. 
Gran never appears.
Ecology.  Occurs manly on upland stes as scattered dense clumps along roadsdes 
and forest margns, mgratng from old home plantngs by dsplaced rhzome frag- 
ments.  Persstent nfestatons by dense branchng tuberous rhzome growth.  Prob-
able spread by movement of stem parts n sol or by road shoulder gradng.  Plants 
beleved to be sterle and not producng vable seeds.  
resembles golden bamboo, Phyllostachys aurea Carr. ex A.& C. Rvère, another 
large grasslke plant that s woody n character.  Closely resembles common reed, 
Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trn. ex Steud., whch has smlar large hary seed heads, 
but not erect and fanned n a loose plume, and whch occurs manly near swamps, 
marshes, and wet habtats.
History and use.  Introduced from western Asa, northern Afrca, and southern Europe 
n the early 1800s.  Ornamental.
Giant reed 4008
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Lolium arundinaceum (Schreb.) S.J. Darbyshre LOAr10
Synonyms: Festuca arundinacea Shreb., F. elatior L., meadow fescue, Kentucky 31 fescue, 
Schedonorus phoenix (Scop.) Holub
Plant.  Erect, tufted cool-season perennal grass 2 to 4 feet (60 to 120 cm) n heght, green n 
wnter and sprng, durng whch t s the most common green bunchgrass.  Dark-green leaves 
appearng n late wnter, usually flowerng n sprng (nfrequently n late summer).  Semdormant 
durng heat of summer, wth whtsh seedstalks persstng.  Growth resumng n fall and con-
tnung nto early wnter.
Stem.  Moderately stout, unbranched, harless wth round cross secton and one to three 
swollen lght-green nodes wdely spaced near the base.  
Leaves.  Mostly basal and a few alternate, flat and long-lanceolate, 4 to 18 nches (10 to 
45 cm) long and 0.1 to 0.3 nch (3 to 8 mm) wde.  Whtsh to yellow-green flared collars, wth 
collar backs often at an angle to the stem.  Blades smooth to rough, wth one to two leaves 
along the stem becomng smaller upward.  Mdven not apparent.  Lgule a tny whte membrane. 
Flowers.  March to June (to October).  Loosely branched termnal pancles, 4 to 12 nches 
(10 to 30 cm) long, that are erect or noddng at tps, narrow then spreadng n sprng, and then 
narrow agan n summer.  Spndle-shaped clusters along branches.  Branches shorter up- 
ward, wth four to seven flowers per branch.  Flowers greensh whte and shny becomng 
purplsh.  Spkelets harless, ellpsod wth a ponted tp.  
Seeds.  May (to November).  Husked gran, spndle-shaped, 0.1 to 0.2 nch (3 to 5 mm) long. 
Whtsh straw-colored husks, usually tpped wth a short har.  
Ecology.  The predomnant cool-season bunchgrass.  Occurs as tufted clumps or small to 
extensve colones along forest margns and rght-of-ways, and wdely escaped to nvade new 
forest plantatons, roads, openngs, and hgh-elevaton balds.  Grows on wet to dry stes. 
Spreads by expandng rootcrowns and less by seeds.  Replaces warm season grassland 
communtes and prares to the detrment of unque plants and brds.  Certan varetes 
posonous to lvestock and wldlfe by nfectng them wth an endophytc fungus.
resembles other grasses, especally other fescues and ryegrasses (Lolium spp.) but dstn-
gushed by formng extensve colones and nfestatons, growng green n late wnter, and 
havng long rounded stems wth lower swollen nodes and whtsh-flared collars at the base of 
leaves.  Ryegrasses dstngushed by producng alternate seed heads on opposte sdes of 
seedstalks n sprng.
History and use.  Introduced from Europe n the early to md-1800s.  Recognzed as a 
valuable forage grass n 1930s when the ecotype Kentucky 31 was dscovered.  Now wdely 
dstrbuted most everywhere n the World.  Establshed wdely for turf, forage, sol stablza- 
ton, and wldlfe food plots.
tall Fescue 4051
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Imperata cylindrica (L.) Beauv. IMCY
Synonyms: japgrass, bloodroot grass (red varetes), Red Barron (red varetes)
Plant.  Aggressve, colony-formng dense perennal grass 1 to 6 feet (30 to 150 cm) n heght, 
often leanng n mats when over 3 feet (90 cm) n heght.  Stemless tufts of long leaves, 
blades yellow green, wth off-center mdvens and slver-plumed flowers and seeds.  Plants 
arsng from branchng sharp-tpped whte-scaly rhzomes.
Stem.  Uprght to ascendng, stout, not apparent, and hdden by overlappng leaf sheaths.
Leaves.  Manly arsng from near the base, long lanceolate, 1 to 4 feet (30 to 120 cm) 
long and 0.5 to 1 nch (12 to 25 mm) wde, shorter upward.  Overlappng sheaths, wth 
outer sheaths often long hary and har tufts near the throat.  Blades flat or cupped nward, 
bases narrowng, tps sharp and often droopng.  Most often yellowsh green.  Whte 
mdven on upper surface slghtly-to-mostly off center (vares n an area).  Margns trans-
lucent and mnutely serrated (rough).  Lgule a frnged membrane to 0.04 nch (1.1 mm).  
Flowers.  February to May (or year-round n Florda).  Termnal, slky spkelke pancle, 
1 to 8 nches (2.5 to 20 cm) long and 0.2 to 1 nch (0.5 to 2.5 cm) wde, cylndrcal and 
tghtly branched on a reddsh slender stalk.  Spkelets pared, each 0.1 to 0.2 nch (3 to 6 
mm) long, obscured by slky to slvery-whte hars to 0.07 nch (1.8 mm).
Seeds.  May to June.  Oblong brown gran, 0.04 to 0.05 nch (1 to 1.3 mm) long, released 
wthn slvery hary husks for wnd dspersal.
Ecology.  Grows n full sunlght to partal shade, and, thus, can nvade a range of stes.  Often 
n crcular nfestatons wth rapdly growng and branchng rhzomes formng a dense mat to 
exclude most other vegetaton.  Aggressvely nvades rght-of-ways, new forest plantatons, 
open forests, old fields, and pastures.  Absent n areas wth frequent tllage.  Colonzes by 
rhzomes and spreads by wnd-dspersed seeds and promoted by burnng.  Hghly flammable 
and a severe fire hazard, burnng extremely hot especally n wnter.
resembles Johnsongrass, Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers.; purpletop, Tridens flavus (L.) 
A.S. Htchc.; slver plumegrass, Saccharum alopecuroidum (L.) Nutt.; and sugarcane 
plumegrass, S. giganteum (Walt.) Pers.—all havng a stem and none havng an off-center 
mdven.
History and use.  Introduced from Southeast Asa nto Florda and southern Lousana, 
southern Alabama, and southern Georga n the early 1900s.  Intally for sol stablza- 
ton.  Expectatons for mproved forage unrealzed.  A Federal lsted noxous weed.
Cogongrass 4055
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Microstegium vimineum (Trin.) A. Camus MIVI
Synonyms: Japanese stilt grass, Mary’s grass, basketgrass
Plant.  Sprawling, annual grass, 0.5 to 3 feet (15 to 90 cm) in height.  Flat short leaf 
blades, with off-center veins.  Stems branching near the base and rooting at nodes 
to form dense and extensive infestations.  Dried whitish-tan grass remains standing
in winter.
Stem.  Ascending to reclining, slender and wiry, up to 4 feet (120 cm) long, with 
alternate branching.  Covered by overlapping sheaths with hairless nodes and inter-
nodes.  Green to purple to brown.  Aerial rootlets descend from lower nodes.
Leaves.  Alternate (none basal) projecting out from stem, lanceolate to oblanceolate, 
2 to 4 inches (5 to 10 cm) long and 0.07 to 0.6 inch (2 to 15 mm) wide.  Blades flat, 
sparsely hairy on both surfaces and along margins.  Midvein whiti  .retnec ffo dna hs
Throat collar hairy.  Ligule membranous with a hairy margin.
Flowers.  July to October.  Terminal, thin and spikelike raceme, to 3 inches (8 cm) 
long.  Unbranched or with one to three lateral branches on an elongated wi  .mets yr
Other thin racemes of self-pollinating flowers enclosed or slightly extending from lower 
leaf sheaths.  Spikelets paired, with the outer stemmed and inner sessile.
Seeds.  July to December.  Husked grain, seed head thin, grain ellipsoid, 
0.1 inch (2.8 to 3 mm) long, with seedstalks partially remaining during winter.
Ecology.  Flourishes on alluvial floodplains and streamsides, mostly colonizing flood-
scoured banks, due to water dispersal of seed and flood tolerance.  Also common at 
forest edges, roadsides, and trailsides, as well as damp fields, swamps, lawns, and 
along ditches.  Occurs up to 4,000 feet (1200 m) elevati  .tnarelot edahs yreV  .no
Consolidates occupation by prolific seeding, with each plant producing 100 to 1,000 
seeds that can remain viable in the soil for 3 years.  Spreads on trails and 
recreational areas by seeds hitchhiking on hikers’ and visitors’ shoes and clothes.
Resembles crabgrass, Digitaria spp., and nimblewill, Muhlenbergia schreberi J.F. 
Gmel., both having broad short leaves, but distinguished from Nepalese browntop 
by branching seed heads and stout stems.  Also resembles whitegrass, Leersia 
virginica Willd., which is a perennial with flat, compressed seed heads.
History and use.  Native to temperate and tropical Asia, and first identified near 
Knoxville, TN, around 1919.  Ground cover with little wildlife food value.
Nepalese Browntop 4080
States with suspected 
infestations are 
shown in gray.
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Miscanthus sinensis Anderss. MISI
Plant.  Tall, densely bunched, perennal grass, 5 to 10 feet (1.5 to 3 m) n heght. 
Long-slender uprght-to-archng leaves wth whtsh upper mdvens.  Many loosely 
plumed pancles n late summer turnng slvery to pnksh n fall.  Dred grass stand- 
ng wth some seed heads durng wnter, but seed vablty spotty.
Stem.  Uprght-to-archng, orgnatng n tufts from base and unbranched.  Covered 
wth overlappng leaf sheaths untl stem appears wth flower plume n late summer.
Leaves.  Alternate, long lnear, uprght-to-archng (persstng and curly tpped when 
dred) to 40 nches (1 m) long and less than 0.8 nch (2 cm) wde.  Blades green to 
varegated (lght green strped) wth whtsh collars.  Mdven whte above and green 
rdged beneath.  Tufted hars at throat, sheath margns, and lgule, but otherwse 
harless.  Margns rough.
Flowers.  August to November.  Much branched and droopng termnal plumed 
pancles, 4 to 15 nches (10 to 38 cm) long and 2 to 8 nches (5 to 20 cm) wde. 
Slvery to pnksh, showest n fall.  Stalk appressed rough hary.
Seeds.  September to January.  Gran hdden, husks membranous, yellowsh brown 
to slghtly reddsh, sparsely hary, wth twsted tp.
Ecology.  Forms extensve nfestatons by escapng from older ornamental plantngs 
to roadsdes, forest margns, and adjacent dsturbed stes, especally after burnng. 
Shade tolerant.  Hghly flammable and a fire hazard.
History and use.  Introduced from eastern Asa.  Stll wdely sold and ncreasngly 
planted as an ornamental.  Several varetes mported and sold.  Cultvars vary wdely 
n fertlty and percent of seed vablty.
Chinese Silvergrass 4085
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Golden bamboo, Phyllostachys aurea Carr. ex A.& C. Rvère PHAU8
and other invasive bamboos, Phyllostachys spp. and Bambusa spp. 
Plant.  Perennal nfestaton-formng bamboos, 16 to 40 feet (5 to 12 m) n heght, 
wth jonted cane stems and bushy tops of lanceolate leaves n fan clusters on grass-
lke stems, often golden green.  Plants arsng from branched rhzomes.
Stem.  Sold jonted canes 1 to 6 nches (2.5 to 15 cm) n dameter.  Hollow between 
jonts.  Golden to green to black.  Branches wry and grasslke from jonts.  Lower 
shoots and branches wth loose papery sheaths that cover the ground when shed.
Leaves.  Alternate, grasslke, often n fan clusters.  Blades long and lanceolate, 3 to 
10 nches (8 to 25 cm) long and 0.5 to 1.5 nches (1.3 to 4 cm) wde.  Vens parallel. 
Often golden, sometmes green or varegated.  Harless except for large hars at 
base of petole, whch shed wth age.  Sheaths encasng stem.  
Flowers.  Flowers very rarely.
Seeds.  Seeds very rarely.
Ecology.  Common around old homestes and now escaped.  Colonze by rhzomes 
wth nfestatons rapdly expandng after dsturbance.  General deback perodcally 
after flowerng and seedng (about every 7 to 12 years) resultng n standng dead 
canes and new shoots.  
resemble swtchcane, Arundinaria gigantea (Walt). Muhl., the only natve bamboo- 
lke cane n the South, dstngushed by ts lower heght—usually only 6 to 8 feet (2 to 
2.5 m)—and ts persstent sheaths on the stem and absence of long opposte branches.  
Also resemble gant reed, Arundo donax L., also descrbed n ths book.
History and use.  All natve to Asa.  Wdely planted as ornamentals and for fishng 
poles.
bamboos 4130
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Lygodium japonicum (Thunb. ex Murr.) Sw. LYJA
Plant.  Perennal vney fern, clmbng and twnng, to 90 feet (30 m) long, wth lacy 
finely dvded leaflets along green to orange to black wry vnes, often formng mats 
of shrub- and tree-coverng nfestatons.  Tan-brown fronds persstng n wnter, whle 
others reman green n Florda and n sheltered places further north.  Vnes arsng as 
branches (long compound leaves) from underground, wdely creepng rhzomes that 
are slender, black, and wry.
Stem.  Slender but dfficult to break, twnng and clmbng, wry.  Green to straw- 
colored or reddsh.  Mostly decduous n late wnter.
Leaves (fronds).  Opposte on vne, compound once- or twce-dvded, varyng n 
appearance accordng to the number of dvsons, generally trangular n outlne. 
Three to 6 nches (8 to 15 cm) long and 2 to 3 nches (5 to 8 cm) wde.  Hghly 
dssected leaflets, appearng lacy.  Lght green turnng dark to tan brown n wnter.  
Flowers.  Fertle fronds usually smaller segments wth fingerlke projectons around 
the margns, bearng sporanga (spore producng dots) n double rows under margns.
Seeds.  Tny, wnd-dspersed spores.
Ecology.  Occurs along hghway rght-of-ways, especally under and around brdges, 
nvadng nto open forests, forest road edges, and stream and swamp margns.  Scat-
tered n open tmber stands and plantatons, but can ncrease n cover to form mats, 
smotherng shrubs and trees.  Perssts and colonzes by rhzomes and spreads rap 
dly by wnd-dspersed spores.  Des back n late wnter n the more northern areas, 
wth dead vnes provdng a trells for reestablshment.
resembles Old World clmbng fern, L. microphyllum (Cav.) R. Br., and Amercan 
clmbng fern, L. palmatum (Bernh.) Sw., both of whch are dstngushed by five to 
seven palmately lobed, finger-lke fronds.  Amercan clmbng fern—a natve occur- 
rng n swamps, stream beds, and ravnes—does not spread beyond small areas to 
form extensve nfestatons.  Old World clmbng fern, also ntroduced, s a major 
nvasve pest n southern Florda.
History and use.  Natve to Asa and tropcal Australa and ntroduced from Japan n 
1930s.  An ornamental stll beng spread by unsuspectng gardeners.
Japanese Climbing Fern 5171
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Alliaria petiolata (Beb.) Cavara & Grande ALPE4
Plant.  Cool-season bennal forb wth a slender taproot found n small to extensve 
colones.  Basal rosettes of leaves n the first year remanng green durng wnter and 
producng one to several 2- to 4-foot (60- to 120-cm) tall flower stalks n the second 
year, and then dyng after seed formaton n mdsummer.  Dead plants reman standng 
after June as long slender seedstalks wth many upturned thn seed capsules and a 
characterstc crook at the stalk base.  A fant to strong garlc odor emtted from all parts 
of the plant when crushed, becomng mlder as fall approaches.
Stem.  Erect, slghtly rdged, lght green, harless above and hary below.  One to 
several stems from the same rootstock.
Leaves.  Early basal rosette of kdney-shaped leaves and later alternate heart-shaped 
to trangular leaves, 1.2 to 3.6 nches (3 to 9 cm) long and 1 to 4 nches (2.5 to 10 cm) 
wde.  Margns shallow to coarsely wavy toothed.  Tps elongated on stem leaves. 
Petoles 0.4 to 3 nches (1 to 8 cm) long and reduced upward.
Flowers.  Aprl to May.  Termnal, tght clusters of small whte four-petaled flowers, 
each 0.2 to 0.3 nch (5 to 7 mm) long and 0.4 to 0.6 nch (10 to 14 mm) wde.  Flowerng 
progressng upward as seedpods form below.
Fruit and seeds.  May to June.  Four-sded, erect-to-ascendng, thn pod, 1 to 
5 nches (2.5 to 12 cm) long and 0.06 nch (1.5 mm) wde.  Intally appearng to be 
stem branches that are alternately whorled along the stalk.  Green rpenng to tan 
and papery, explodng to expel tny black seeds arranged n rows.
Ecology.  Occurs n small to extensve colones on floodplans, under forest cano-
pes, and at forest margns and openngs.  Shade tolerant.  Capable of ballstc seed 
dspersal of up to 10 feet (3 m).  Spreads by human-, anmal-, and water-dspersed 
seeds, whch le dormant for 2 to 6 years before germnatng n sprng.  Experences 
year to year varatons n populaton denstes.  Allelopathc, emttng chemcals to kll 
surroundng plants and mcrobes.
History and use.  Introduced from Europe n the 1800s and first sghted as an 
escaped weed n 1868 on Long Island, NY.  Orgnally cultvated for medcnal use, but 
no known value now.
Garlic Mustard 6002
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Lespedeza bicolor Turcz. LEbI2
Synonyms: bcolor lespedeza, bcolor, shrub bushclover
Plant.  Perennal much branched, legumnous forb or ascendng shrub, 3 to 10 feet 
(1 to 3 m) n heght wth three-leaflet leaves, many small purple-to-whte pea flowers, 
and sngle-seeded pods from a woody rootcrown.  Dormant brown plants reman 
uprght most of the wnter.
Stem.  Archng branched, uprght-to-ascendng stems, 0.2 to 0.8 nch (0.5 to 2 cm) 
n dameter.  Often gray green.  Appressed hary to harless.
Leaves.  Alternate, three-leaflet leaves.  Each leaflet ellptc to ovate wth a harlke 
tp, 0.8 to 2 nches (2 to 5 cm) long and 0.4 to 1.2 nches (1 to 3 cm) wde.  Lower 
surface lghter green than upper surface.  Petoles 0.8 to 1.6 nches (2 to 4 cm) long. 
Stpules narrowly lnear, 0.04 to 0.3 nch (1 to 8 mm) long.
Flowers.  June to September.  Clusters (racemes) 4 to 6 nches (10 to 15 cm) long—
each subtended by a tny ovate bract—of 5 to 15 well-spaced, pealke flowers.  Each 
flower 0.3 to 0.4 nch (8 to 11 mm) long, growng from upper leaf axls and beyond 
the upper leaves.  Petals usually rosy purple n center and often gradng to lghter 
shades, but can vary to whte.  Calyx (sepals) sparsely to very hary wth lobes 0.1 to 
0.2 nch (2.5 to 4.5 mm) long.
Fruit and seeds.  August to March.  Flat legume pod 0.2 to 0.3 nch (6 to 8 mm) long, 
broadly ellptc wth ponted harlke tp.  Green becomng gray and densely appressed 
hary.  Sngle black seed 0.12 to 0.16 nch (3 to 4 mm) long.
Ecology.  Planted wdely n forest openngs for wldlfe food plots and sol stablza- 
ton to later encroach nto adjonng stands.  Reproduces and spreads even under a 
medum-to-dense overstory.  Spread encouraged by burnng.  Legumnous ntrogen 
fixer.
History and use.  Introduced from Japan as an ornamental n the late 1800s.  Later 
programs promoted use for wldlfe food and sol stablzaton and mprovement.  Stll 
planted for qual food plots.
Shrubby Lespedeza 6052
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Lespedeza cuneata (Dum.-Cours.) G. Don LECU
Synonym: sercea lespedeza
Plant.  Perennal ascendng-to-uprght legumnous forb, 3 to 6 feet (1 to 2 m) n 
heght, wth one-to-many leafy slender stems often branchng at mdplant, three- 
leaflet leaves, and tny whtsh flowers.  Plant arsng from a woody rootcrown.  Dormant 
brown plants remanng uprght durng most of the wnter.
Stems.  Often gray green wth lnes of hars along the stem.
Leaves.  Alternate, crowded and numerous, three-leaflet leaves.  Each leaflet oblong 
to lnear wth a harlke tp, 0.4 to 0.8 nch (1 to 2 cm) long and 0.1 to 0.3 nch (3 to 
8 mm) wde.  Green above and dense whtsh hary to lght gray green beneath. 
Hary petoles 0.2 to 0.6 nch (5 to 15 mm) long, absent for upper leaves.  Stpules 
narrowly lnear.
Flowers.  July to September.  Clusters of 1 to 3 pealke flowers crowded n upper leaf 
axls.  Flowers whte wth purple marks, 0.1 to 0.3 nch (4 to 7 mm) long and shorter 
than leaves.  Hary five-lobed calyx shorter than petals.
Fruit and seeds.  October to March.  Flat ovate to round sngle-seeded legume pod 
0.12 to 0.15 nch (3 to 4 mm) wde.  Pods clustered n termnal axls, scattered along 
the stem, and clasped by persstent sepals.  Green becomng tan.  
Ecology.  Occurs n new and older forest openngs, dry upland woodlands to most 
savannas, old fields, rght-of-ways, and ctes.  Flood tolerant.  Forms dense stands 
by sproutng stems from rootcrowns that prevent forest regeneraton and land access. 
Cross- and self-pollnates.  Spreads slowly from plantngs by seeds that have low 
germnaton, but reman vable for decades.  Ntrogen fixer.
resembles natve lespedeza, L. virginica (L.) Brtt., whch grows n tufted clumps 
nstead of nfestatons, has crowded clusters of pnk-purple to volet flowers and 
somewhat larger leaflets 0.6 to 1.2 nches (1.5 to 3 cm) long, and brown stems.
History and use.  Introduced from Japan n 1899—first near Arlngton, VA, and soon 
afterwards n north-central Tennessee—and escaped.  Benefited from government 
programs that promoted plantngs for eroson control.  Stll planted for qual food 
plots, sol stablzaton, and grazng.  Plant mprovement breedng programs stll 
underway.
Chinese Lespedeza 6053
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Solanum viarum Dunal SOVI2
Plant.  Uprght, thorny perennal subshrub or shrub, 3 to 6 feet (1 to 2 m) n heght, 
wth leaves shaped lke oak leaves, clusters of tny whte flowers, and green-to-yellow 
golf-ball sze frut.  Frut sweet smellng and attractve to lvestock and wldlfe.  Remans 
green over wnter n most southern locatons.  
Stem.  Uprght-to-leanng, much branched, hary, covered wth broad based whte- 
to-yellow thorns.
Leaves.  Alternate, 4 to 8 nches (10 to 20 cm) long and 2 to 6 nches (5 to 15 cm) 
wde.  Margns deeply lobed (shaped lke oak leaves).  Velvety hary wth thorns 
projectng from vens and petoles.  Dark green wth whtsh mdvens above and 
lghter green wth netted vens beneath.
Flowers.  May to August (year-round n Florda).  Termnal small clusters of five- 
petaled whte flowers.  Petals first extended, then becomng recurved.  Yellow-to- 
whte stamen projectng from the center.
Fruit and seeds.  June to November (year-round n Florda).  Sphercal, harless, 
pulpy berry 1 to 1.5 nches (2.5 to 4 cm).  Mottled green rpenng to yellow.  Each 
berry producng 200 to 400 reddsh-brown seeds.
Ecology.  Occurs on open to semshady stes.  Vable seed n green or yellow frut 
but not n whte frut.  Reaches maturty from seed wthn 105 days.  Perssts by green 
stems or rootcrowns n warmer areas.  Rapdly spreadng by cattle and other lve-
stock transportaton and by wldlfe-dspersed seeds as well as seed-contamnated 
hay, sod, and machnery.
resembles horsenettle, S. carolinense L., an 8- to 30-nch (20- to 80-cm) forb, whch 
has smlar but smaller frut, long ellptc-to-ovate lobed leaves 3 to 5 nches (8 to 
12 cm) long and 1 to 3 nches (2.5 to 8 cm) wde, and prckly yellow spnes on stems 
and lower leaf vens.
History and use.  Natve to Argentna and Brazl and ntroduced nto Florda n the 
1980s.  No known use.  A Federal lsted noxous weed wth an eradcaton program 
underway.
tropical Soda Apple 6095
States with suspected 
infestations are  
shown in gray.
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Other Nonnative Plants Invading Southern Forests and their Margins
State
Speces AL AR FL GA KY LA MS NC OK SC TN TX VA
trees
Norway maple, Acer platanoides L. X X X X
Paper mulberry, Broussonetia papyrifera (L.) L’Hér. ex Vent. X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Camphortree, Cinnamomum camphora (L.) J. Pres X X X X X X X X
Glossy buckthorn, Frangula alnus P. Mll. X X
Whte mulberry, Morus alba L. X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Whte poplar, Populus alba L. X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Sberan elm, Ulmus pumila L X X X X X X X X X X
Tungol tree, Vernicia fordii (Hemsl.) Ary-Shaw X X X X X
Shrubs
Coral ardsa, Ardisia crenata Sms X X X
Japanese barberry, Berberis thunbergii DC. X X X X X X
Japanese knotweed, Polygonum cuspidatum Seb. & Zucc. X X X X X X X X X X
Callery pear, Pyrus calleryana Dcne. X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Wneberry, wne raspberry, Rubus phoenicolasius Maxm. X X X X X X X
Japanese spraea, meadowsweet, Spiraea japonica L. f. X X X X X X
Saltcedar, Tamarix ramosissima Ledeb. X X X X X X X X X
Vines
Fveleaf akeba, chocolate vne, Akebia quinata (Houtt.) Dcne. X X X X X X
Purple crownvetch, Coronilla varia L. X X X X X X X X X X X
Porcelan berry, Amur peppervne, Ampelopsis brevipedunculata 
   (Maxm.) Trautv. X X X X
Grasses
Torpedo grass, Panicum repens L. X X X X X X X
Vasey’s grass, Paspalum urvillei Steud. X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Johnsongrass, Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers. X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Forbs and subshrubs
Spotted knapweed, Centaurea biebersteinii DC. X X X X X X X X X
Dames rocket, Hesperis matronalis L. X X X X X X
Purple loosestrfe, Lythrum salicaria L. X X X X X X X X X X
Mle-a-mnute, Asatc tearthumb, Polygonum perfoliatum L. X
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 The best defense aganst nonnatve plant takeovers s constant survel-
lance of rght-of-ways, streambanks, and nternal roads and trals followed 
by effectve control measures at the first appearance of new arrvals.  Early 
detecton and treatment wll mnmze efforts and costs that come wth  
treatng well-establshed plants or full-blown nfestatons.  More effort s  
requred for successful eradcaton of establshed nfestatons, but t stll can 
be accomplshed wth proper treatments, although costs may be prohbtve.  
In severe cases, large-scale converson of exstng nfestatons s the only 
soluton, nvolvng eradcaton procedures that ncorporate ntegrated  
management treatments and reestablshment of natve plants.  Fortunately, 
n southern forests natve plants n the sol seed bank or plants from 
 surroundng areas wll naturally reestablsh once the nvaders are elm- 
nated.
Effective treatments
 If an nfestaton s spotted or already occurs, then proper and aggressve 
eradcaton measures should be undertaken to avod the nevtable spread.  
Contnued treatment and retreatments wll be necessary.  Most nonnatve 
nvasve plants are perennals, havng extensve tough roots and runners.   
Ths means that effectve herbcde applcatons offer the best means of  
contanment or eradcaton, because herbcdes can kll roots and do so 
wthout barng sol for renvason or eroson.  To be successful wth herbcde 
treatments:
1. Use the most effectve herbcde for the speces.
2. Follow the applcaton methods prescrbed on the label.
3. Choose an optmum tme perod to apply treatments; for folar-appled 
herbcdes ths s usually md-summer to early fall and not later than a 
month before expected frost.  Evergreens and sem-evergreens wth 
leaves can be treated effectvely n the wnter.
4. Adhere to all label prohbtons, precautons, and Best Management 
Practces durng herbcde transport, storage, mxng, and applcaton.
5. Remember that some herbcdes requre up to a month or more before 
herbcdal actvty s detectable as yellowng of folage or leaves wth 
dead spots or margns.  Thus, after applcaton, be patent; allow  
herbcdes to work for several months before resortng to other  
treatment optons.
Selective Herbicide Application Methods
 Although treatng extensve naccessble nfestatons may requre broad-
cast treatments of herbcde sprays or pellets by helcopter or tractor- 
mounted applcaton systems, the best approach s usually selectve  
applcatons of herbcdes to target nonnatve 
plants whle avodng or mnmzng applca- 
ton to desrable plants.  The selectve 
methods descrbed are drected folar 
sprays, stem njecton, cut-treat, basal 
sprays, and sol spots.
Directed Foliar Sprays
 Drected folar sprays are herbcde-water  
sprays amed at target plant folage to cover 
all leaves to the pont of run off, usually 
appled wth a backpack sprayer (use low  
pressure, drft retardants, and spray shelds 
to avod drft).  Herbcde applcaton by 
drected folar spray s the most cost-
effectve method for treatng most types of 
nvasve plant speces.  Wth ths method, 
herbcdes are thoroughly mxed n water, 
General Principles for Controlling Nonnative Invasive Plants
Directed foliar sprays with a back-
pack sprayer.Broadcast treatment of herbicide spray to kudzu.
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often wth a non-onc surfactant, and appled to the folage and growng tps  
of woody plants or to completely cover herbaceous plants.  Folar sprays are  
usually most effectve when appled from mdsummer to late fall, although 
sprng and wnter applcatons have use on specfic plants and stuatons.  
Selectve treatment s possble because the applcator drects the spray 
towards target plants and away from desrable plants.  The addton of a 
water-soluble dye can assst n trackng treatment and detectng spray drft  
on desrable plants.  Although dyes are messy and short-lved as a vsble 
marker, they are helpful n tranng and trackng crtcal applcatons.  
 Another safeguard s to only use folar actve herbcdes, because drected 
sprays of sol-actve herbcdes can damage or kll surroundng plants when 
ther roots are wthn the treatment zone.  Never use herbcdes wth sol 
actvty to treat nvasve plants under desrable trees or shrubs.
 Drected sprays are usually appled wth a backpack sprayer and a spray 
wand equpped wth a full cone, flat fan, or adjustable cone spray tp.  These 
tps and sprayng pressures of 20 to 30 pounds per square nch can ensure 
productvty wth only a few fine droplets that may drft to surroundng plants. 
To safeguard surroundng plants from damage by spray drft, suspend 
applcatons durng wndy condtons.  A spray sheld that attaches to the 
end of the wand can further mnmze drft.  Addng a drft retardant to the 
spray mxture can elmnate drft although effectveness may be dmnshed.  
 
 Plants up to 6 feet tall can be treated wth ths equpment, whle the 
addton of a commercally avalable wand extenson can slghtly ncrease 
heght capabltes.  To treat plants up to about 18 feet tall, use hgher spray 
pressures wth a straght-stream or narrow flat fan tp.  
 Drected folar sprays are also appled usng wands on hoses attached to  
sprayng systems mounted on all-terran vehcles, trucks, or tractors.  Also, 
a spray gun wth a narrow flat fan tp can replace a wand for some applca-
tons.  Another useful alternatve for treatng dfferent szed woody plants s 
a spray gun wth a swvel that holds two tps—narrow and wde-angled—
that can be quckly changed durng applcaton.
Stem Injection
 Stem njecton (ncludng 
hack-and-squrt) nvolves 
herbcde concentrate or 
herbcde-water mxtures 
appled nto downward 
ncson cuts spaced around 
woody stems made by an 
ax, hatchet, machete, brush 
ax, or tree njector.  Tree 
njecton, ncludng the hack- 
A spray shield fashioned from a used gallon milk jug 
(bottom removed and cap bored.)
Higher spray heights achieved  
with narrow-angle nozzle, wand 
extension, and higher pressure.
Spray gun with swivel that holds two tips—narrow and 
wide angle.
Stem injection using a hatchet and spray bottle for hack-and-squirt (A) and a tree 
injector (B).
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and-squrt technque, s a selectve method of controllng larger trees and  
shrubs (more than 2 nches n dameter) wth mnmum damage to surround-
ng plants.  It requres cuplke downward ncsons spaced around the stem 
wth a measured amount of herbcde appled nto each of the ncsons.  
Specal tree njectors are avalable to perform ths operaton, or a narrow-bt 
ax, hatchet, or machete along wth a spray bottle can be used n sequence 
to perform the hack-and-squrt method.  Completely frllng the stem wth 
edge-to-edge cuts or njectons s requred for very large stems or dfficult-to-
control speces.  The herbcde should reman n the njecton cut to avod 
wastng herbcde on the bark and to prevent damage of surroundng plants. 
All njected herbcdes can be transferred to untreated plants by root grafts 
and uptake of root exudates.  Herbcdes wth sol actvty can damage 
nearby plants when washed from ncsons nto the sol by unexpected 
ranfall soon after applcaton.  Avod njecton treatments f ranfall s 
predcted wthn 48 hours.
 Tree njecton treatments are most effectve when appled n late wnter 
and throughout the summer.  Heavy sprng sap flow n sprng can wash 
herbcde from ncson cuts, makng ths an neffectve perod.
Cut-treat
 Cut-treat nvolves herbcde concentrates or herbcde-water mxtures 
appled to the outer crcumference of freshly cut stumps or the entre top 
surface of cut stems, appled wth a backpack sprayer, spray bottle, wck, or 
pant brush.  Freshly cut stems and stumps of woody stems, ncludng  
canes and bamboo, can be treated wth herbcde mxtures to prevent 
resproutng and to kll roots.  Cuttng s usually by chansaw or brush saw, 
but can be accomplshed by handsaws or cuttng blades.  To mnmze 
deactvaton of the herbcde, remove sawdust from stumps before treat-
ment.  Treat stems and stumps as quckly as possble after cuttng wth a  
backpack sprayer or utlty spray bottle for spray applcatons or a wck 
applcator, lab wash bottle, or pantbrush for small stems.  Add a non-onc 
surfactant to the mx to ad n penetraton, f permtted by the label.
 For stumps over 3 nches n dameter, completely wet the outer edge wth  
the herbcde or herbcde mxture.  Completely wet the tops of smaller 
stumps and all cut stems n a clump.  Apply a basal spray mxture of 
herbcde, ol, and penetrant to stumps that have remaned untreated for over 
2 hours or use Pathfinder II and wet stump sdes too.
 The most effectve tme for the stump spray method s late wnter and 
summer.  Although wnter treatments are slghtly less effectve than growng 
season applcatons, the absence of folage on cut stems and branches 
produces some offsettng gans n applcaton efficency.
basal Sprays
 Basal sprays are herbcde-ol-penetrant mxtures sprayed or daubed onto 
the lower porton of woody stems, usually appled wth a backpack sprayer 
or wck applcator.  Full basal treatments requre that the lower 12 to 20 
nches of target woody stems be completely wetted on all sdes wth an ol- 
based spray mxture.  Applcaton s to smooth juvenle bark.  Full basal 
sprays are usually effectve n controllng woody stems less than about 6 
nches n dameter or larger dameters of 
susceptble speces, before bark becomes 
thck, corky, and furrowed.  The approprate 
equpment for ths treatment s a backpack 
sprayer wth a wand or spray gun fitted wth 
a narrow-angle flat fan, cone, or adjustable 
tp.  A wck applcator can also be used.  
Herbcdes that are soluble n ol (manly 
Garlon 4) are mxed wth a commercally 
avalable basal ol, vegetable ol, crop ol, 
desel fuel, or kerosene often addng a 
specal penetrant.  Some herbcdes, such 
as Pathfinder II and Vne-X, are sold ready-
to-use wth these ngredents.  
 A modfied method, streamlne basal 
sprays, s effectve for many woody speces 
up to 2 nches n dameter, as well as trees 
and shrubs up to 6 nches n dameter f the  
speces s susceptble.  Equpment for ths Cut-treat the circumference of large stems (A) and the entire top of small stems (B).
A b Basal sprays applied by spray gun 
and straight-stream nozzle to low 
stem.
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treatment s a backpack sprayer wth a 
spray gun and a low-flow straght-stream or 
narrow-angle spray tp.  To prevent waste, 
mantan pressure below 30 pounds per 
square nch wth a pressure regulator.  At 
ths pressure, an effectve reach of 9 feet s  
possble whle bark splash s mnmzed.  
For treatng stems less than 2 nches n 
dameter, apply the stream of spray up-and-
down sngle stems for about 6 to 8 nches, 
or apply across multple stems creatng 2- 
to 3-nch-wde bands.  Ths same multple-
band treatment can be effectve on larger 
stems.  Drect the spray stream to smooth 
juvenle bark at a pont about 4 to 18 nches from the ground.  Stems that 
are thck barked or near 3 nches n dameter requre treatment on all sdes.  
 Applcatons are usually n late wnter and early sprng, when leaves do 
not hnder sprayng the stem.  Summer applcatons are effectve but more 
dfficult.  Avod ester herbcde formulatons on hot days to prevent vapor 
drft njury to nontarget plants.
Soil Spots
 Sol spots are Velpar L herbcde appled as metered amounts to the sol 
surface around target woody stems or n a grd pattern for treatng many 
stems n an area; they are usually appled wth a spot gun or wth a back-
pack sprayer equpped wth a straght-stream nozzle.  Spots of sol-actve 
herbcde (manly Velpar L) are appled to the sol surface n grd patterns or  
around target woody stems.  Ths method requres exact amounts and 
prescrbed spacngs that are 
specfied on the herbcde 
label or label supplements.  
It s only effectve on specfic 
nonnatve plant speces and 
usually only when appled n  
sprng and early summer.  
Equpment s a specal spot 
gun, utlty spray bottle, or a  
backpack sprayer wth a 
spray gun equpped wth a 
straght-stream spray tp.
Selecting an Effective Herbicide 
 Only herbcdes regstered by the U.S. Envronmental Protecton Agency 
for forestry use and noncroplands n the Southern States wll be dscussed 
here, although herbcdes for other “land use areas,” such as rght-of-ways, 
pastures, and rangelands, may be just as effectve or may contan the same 
actve ngredent.  The herbcdes that wll be dentfied by trade name (and 
common actve-ngredent name) are:
Foliar active (mostly) herbicides Foliar and soil-active herbicides
Glyphosate herbcdes (glyphosate) Arsenal AC (mazapyr)
 such as: Accord Concentrate, Escort XP (metsulfuron)
 Gly-Flo Herbcde, and etc. Pathway (2,4-D + pcloram)
Garlon 3A (trclopyr) Plateau (mazapc)
Garlon 4 (trclopyr) Tordon 101 (2,4-D + pcloram)
Krente S (fosamne) Tordon K (pcloram)
Pathfinder II (trclopyr) Translne (clopyrald)
Mlestone VM (amnopyrald) Vanqush (dcamba)
Velpar L (hexaznone)
 Because nonnatve nvasve plants are usually dfficult to control, select-
ng the most effectve herbcde(s) s mportant.  Often herbcdes that have 
both sol and folar actvty are most effectve wth the least number of  
applcatons.  However, applyng herbcdes wth sol actvty can damage 
desrable plants when ther roots are present wthn the treatment zone or 
when herbcdes move downhll to untreated areas followng heavy ranfall.   
Garlon herbcdes are manly folar actve, but they have some sol actvty  
at hgh rates or when mxed wth ols.  Garlon 4 and Vanqush can volatlze 
at hgh temperatures and ther resdues can move by ar currents to affect 
surroundng plants; therefore, avod applcaton on days when temperatures 
exceed 80° F.  If possble, also avod applcatons when ranfall s antcpated 
wthn 8 hours, unless sol actvaton s needed, and durng perods of severe 
drought as effectveness can be reduced durng these tmes.  
 When possble, use selectve herbcdes that target specfic nonnatve 
speces, such as Translne that controls manly legumes and compostes, 
and mnmze damage to surroundng desrable plants even though they 
receve herbcde contact.  Mnmzng damage to desrable cohorts can also 
be acheved by makng applcatons when the cohorts are dormant.  For  
example, apply basal sprays to the bark of nvasves n late wnter before 
most other plants emerge, or folar spray evergreen or semevergreen 
nvasves after surroundng plants have entered dormancy.  Remember that  
desrable woody plants can be damaged through transfer of herbcdes by 
Soil spots applied as metered herbicide amounts to the 
soil surface.
Basal spray mixture applied by a 
wick applicator to safeguard nearby 
plants.
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root exudates followng stem njecton and cut-treat treatments or when sol- 
actve herbcdes wash off treated stems.  Damage to surroundng natve 
plants can be mnmzed wth care and forethought durng plannng and  
applcaton.
 Read and thoroughly understand the herbcde label and ts prohbtons 
before and durng use.  Many herbcdes requre the addton of a non-onc 
surfactant to the spray tank.  Always use clean water n a herbcde mxture  
and mx spray solutons thoroughly before applyng.  Do not mx n the 
sprayer but n a bucket wth a strrng stck—strrng for several mnutes or 
more—before transferrng to the sprayer.  Water that s hghly basc (pH 
greater than 6) and contans hgh amounts of calcum and magnesum 
nterferes wth glyphosate herbcde effectveness, requrng the addton of 
ammonum sulfate or approprate addtves.  When changng from a water-
based mx to an ol-based mx n a backpack sprayer, thoroughly evacuate 
the water from the pump and run a small amount of ol through the pumpng 
system before fillng wth the ol-based mx, otherwse, a whte sludge wll 
clog the sprayer.  And, always wear personal protectve equpment pre-
scrbed on the label and n supplementary materals.
Other treatments for an Integrated Approach
 Overgrazng s a way to reduce the vgor of palatable nvasve plants lke 
kudzu, but ths rarely yelds eradcaton and may spread seeds (as wth 
tropcal soda apple).  Mechancal treatments and prescrbed burnng can 
assst eradcaton measures, but are lmted n effectveness.  Prescrbed 
burnng cannot control rootcrowns or rhzomes of perennal plants and 
usually only deadens small aboveground shoots, provdng only temporary 
aboveground control.  In a smlar way, cuttng woody plants (by chansaw  
and brush saw fellng or brush mowng) and mowng vnes and herbs  
wthout kllng roots remove 
only aboveground plant 
parts.  Mechancal root  
rakng and dskng can  
actually ntensfy and 
spread nfestatons of  
nvasve plants wth run-
ners by choppng them nto  
resproutng segments and 
transportng them on the 
equpment.  Freplows can  
also spread nvasve plant  
rhzomes and roots.   
However, root rakng, plng, brush mowng, 
or burnng may be the only way to start  
controllng dense nfestatons of multple 
woody nvasve plants.  Small nfestatons 
may respond to hand pullng, grubbng wth 
a stout hoe, or shrub pullng wth newly  
ntroduced devces.  Hand pullng or grub-
bng may be the quckest and easest way 
to halt nvaders when first spotted and stop 
them from ganng a foothold.  Strng  
trmmers can reduce nfestaton denstes 
and njure thck waxy leaves to mprove  
herbcde uptake and effectveness.
 Although neffectve by themselves to acheve eradcaton, both mechan-
cal and burnng treatments can gve added kll of herbcde-weakened plants 
and have a place n an ntegrated pest management program.  The  
stumps and stems of  
nonnatve trees, shrubs, 
and bamboos can be 
treated wth herbcdes  
mmedately after cuttng to  
kll roots.  Resprouts of 
trees, shrubs, and vnes 
that are topklled by  
burnng or brush mowng 
can be more easly treated 
wth folar sprays, often the 
most cost-effectve way to 
use herbcdes.  Herbcde 
applcatons should be 
delayed after burnng,  
dskng, or mowng to  
permt adequate  
resproutng of target plants 
and, thereby maxmzng  
herbcde uptake and  
effectveness.  Prescrbed 
burnng can also destroy 
nvasve plant seeds (and 
bulbls of ar yams) and 
often stmulate germnaton  
for efficent herbcde  Wildland disk.Overgrazing for kudzu control.
Hand pulling privet.
Prescribed burn.
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control treatments.  Burnng can prepare the ste for effectve herbcde  
applcatons by clearng debrs and revealng applcaton hazards, such as 
old wells and pts.  Dskng and root rakng, f appled correctly, can dslodge 
herbcde-damaged woody roots and large runners, leavng them to dry and  
rot.  Wth mechancal and burnng treatments, take precautons, such as 
burnng n late wnter or sprng leaf-out, to mnmze the perod of bare sol.  
The most effectve tme for controllng woody nvasve plants and ther  
germnants wth fire s after plants have ntated growth n sprng.  
 An eradcaton program for nfestatons of nvasve plants usually requres 
several years of treatment and many more years of survellance to check 
for rhzome sprouts, root sprouts, seed germnaton, or new nvasons.   
Followng these steps n a planned manner and wth persstence s the only 
successful strategy to safeguard land access, productvty, natve plants, 
and sutable habtats for wldlfe.
the rehabilitation Phase
 Rehabltaton s the most mportant final  
phase of an ntegrated nvasve plant 
eradcaton and reclamaton program.  The 
rehabltaton phase requres establshment 
and/or release of fast-growng natve plants 
that can outcompete and outlast any survv-
ng nonnatve plants whle stablzng and 
protectng the sol.  If the sol seed bank 
remans ntact, natve plant communtes  
may naturally rentate successon after 
eradcaton of nonnatve plants.  Lght- 
seeded natve speces are usually present n 
the seed bank whle heaver seeded plants 
wll gradually be deposted on a ste by brds 
and other anmals.  In recent years, natve 
plant seed and seedlngs have become  
ncreasngly avalable for rehabltaton  
sowng and plantng, but a lmted number of  Containerized native plants for rehabilitation plantings.
speces and absence of well-developed establshment procedures often 
hnder use.  Tree nurseres operated by State forestry agences are a good 
source of many speces of natve trees and shrubs.  Often t s necessary to 
establsh fast-growng tree speces durng the later control phase to hnder 
reestablshment of shade ntolerant nonnatve nvasve plants.  Reestablsh-
ng natve grasses and forbs s equally mportant.  These speces are  
avalable from commercal nurseres specalzng n natve plants, utlzng 
local sources when possble.  Natve plant seeds wll requre proper treat-
ments to assure tmely germnaton.  Seedlng natve plants can be also 
collected and transplanted from sutable field stes.  Ther establshment wll  
be more challengng than the commonly avalable nonnatve plants so often 
used for sol stablzaton and wldlfe food plots.  Constant survellance, 
mantanng forest vgor wth mnmal dsturbance, treatment of new un-
wanted arrvals, and finally rehabltaton followng eradcaton are crtcal to 
preventng and controllng nvasons on a specfic ste.
Sowing native plant seed.
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 The followng are herbcde prescrpton summares for prevalent nvasve 
plants, detalng manly selectve applcaton treatments.  These prescrp-
tons have been assembled from publshed research results, unpublshed 
trals, State reports, weed councl manuals, magaznes, and Web stes.  In 
general, very few speces-specfic experments have been reported that 
compare a full array of treatments for nonnatve nvasve plant speces.  But 
untl further specfic understandng s ganed, we must proceed wth current 
knowledge and technology to combat ths nvason.  Herbcdes are men-
toned n order by effectveness when comparatve nformaton s avalable 
or alphabetcally when such nformaton s lackng.  Remember to follow the 
label-specfied maxmum herbcde amounts that are permssble for an acre 
of land when usng selectve applcaton treatments.
Nonnative trees
 Nonnatve tree speces hnder reforestaton and management of rght-of- 
ways and natural areas as well as dramatcally alterng habtats.  Some 
occur as scattered trees whle others form dense stands.  Most spread by 
prolfic seed producton and abundant root sprouts.  They can be elmnated 
wth herbcdes by stem njecton, cut-treat, and sol spots, wth basal and 
folar sprays for seedlngs and saplngs.  Followng stem control, total  
elmnaton requres survellance and treatment of root sprouts and plant 
germnants that orgnate from the sol seed bank.
tree-of-Heaven, Ailanthus 
Tree-of-heaven or alanthus (Ailanthus altissima) s a  
decduous tree to 80 feet (25 m) tall wth long pnnately 
compound leaves, gray slghtly fissured bark, and large 
termnal clusters of greensh flowers n early summer.   
Flowers and other parts of the plant have a strong odor.   
Vable seed are produced by 2- to 3-year-old plants.  Immature appearng 
seeds are capable of germnaton.  Root sprouts may appear after the man 
stem s deadened, and root segments left n sol after pullng treatments wll 
sprout.   Tree-of-heaven sprouts have been found to have 10 to 14 feet (3 to  
4 m) of first year heght growth, whle seedlngs can grow 3 to 6 feet (1 to  
2 m) n the first year.   Ths vgorous growth can contnue for 4 or more 
years.
Recommended control procedures:
Large trees.  Make stem njectons and then apply Garlon 3A, Pathway*, 
Pathfinder II, or Arsenal AC* n dlutons and cut spacngs specfied on the 
herbcde label (mdsummer best, late wnter somewhat less effectve).  For 
felled trees, apply these herbcdes to stem and stump tops mmedately 
after cuttng.  
Saplings.  Apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent soluton n basal ol, vegetable 
ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon 
mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark as a basal spray.
Seedlings and saplings.  Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the follow-
ng herbcdes n water wth a surfactant (July to October): Arsenal AC* as a  
1-percent soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx), Krente S as a 15-percent 
soluton (3 pnts per 3-gallon mx), Garlon 4 as a 2-percent soluton  
(8 ounces per 3-gallon mx), or Escort XP* at 1 ounce per acre.
Silktree, Mimosa 
Slktree or mmosa (Albizia julibrissin) s a small legume 
tree to 10 to 50 feet (3 to 15 m) tall that reproduces by 
abundant seeds and root sprouts.  It has feathery decdu-
ous leaves, smooth lght-brown bark, and showy pnk 
blossoms that yeld danglng flat pods.  Seedpods float and 
seed reman vable for many years.
Recommended control procedures:
Large trees.  Make stem njectons usng Arsenal AC* or Garlon 3A n  
dlutons as specfied on the herbcde label (anytme except March and 
Aprl).  For felled trees, apply these herbcdes to stem and stump tops  
mmedately after cuttng.  
Saplings.  Apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent soluton n basal ol, vegetable 
ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon 
mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark as a basal spray.  
resprouts and seedlings.  Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the  
followng herbcdes n water wth a surfactant: 
n	 July to October—Garlon 3A, Garlon 4, or glyphosate herbcde as a  
2-percent soluton (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx) 
n	 July to September—Translne†  as a 0.2- to 0.4-percent soluton (1 to  
2 ounces per 3-gallon mx) 
* Nontarget plants may be klled or njured by root uptake.
† Translne controls a narrow spectrum of plant speces.
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Princesstree, Paulownia 
Prncesstree or paulowna (Paulownia tomentosa) s a 
decduous tree to 60 feet (18 m) tall wth large heart- 
shaped leaves that are fuzzy hary on both sdes and 
pecan-lke nuts n clusters (contanng many tny wnged 
seeds) followng showy pale-volet flowers n early sprng.  
Stump sprouts and root sprouts may eventually emerge 
after man stems are deadened.
Recommended control procedures:
Large trees.  Make stem njectons usng Arsenal AC* or a glyphosate  
herbcde n dlutons and cut spacngs specfied on the herbcde label  
(anytme except March and Aprl).  For felled trees, apply these herbcdes  
to stem and stump tops mmedately after cuttng.  
Saplings.  Apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent soluton n basal ol, vegetable 
ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon 
mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark as a basal spray.  
resprouts and seedlings.  Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the  
followng herbcdes n water wth a surfactant (July to October): Arsenal AC* 
as a 1-percent soluton (4 ounces per 3-galllon mx); a glyphosate  
herbcde, Garlon 3A, or Garlon 4 as a 2-percent soluton (8 ounces per  
3-gallon mx).
Chinaberrytree 
Chnaberrytree (Melia azedarach) s a decduous tree  
growng to about 50 feet (15 m) tall.  It has lacy, many-
dvded leaves that are dark green and blue flowers n 
sprng that yeld round yellow frut that persst durng wnter.  
Stump sprouts and root sprouts may eventually emerge 
after man stems are deadened.
Recommended control procedures:
trees.  Make stem njectons usng Arsenal AC* , Pathway*, Pathfinder II, or  
Garlon 3A n dlutons and cut spacngs specfied on the herbcde label 
(anytme except March and Aprl).  For felled trees, apply these herbcdes 
to stem and stump tops mmedately after cuttng.  
Saplings.  Apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent soluton n basal ol, vegetable 
ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon 
mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark as a basal spray.  
Sprouts and seedlings.  Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng 
herbcdes n water wth a surfactant (July to October): Garlon 3A or Garlon 4 
as a 2-percent soluton (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx); Arsenal AC* as a 1-per-
cent soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx).
tallowtree, Popcorntree 
Tallowtree or popcorntree (Triadica sebifera, formerly  
Sapium sebiferum) s a decduous tree growng to 60 feet 
(18 m) tall that has heart-shaped leaves turnng scarlet n 
fall, long droopng flowers n sprng, and bundles of whte 
waxy “popcorn-lke” seeds n fall and wnter.  Three-year-old 
plants can produce vable seed and small seedlngs can be 
easly hand pulled.  Burnng results n abundant seedlngs.
Recommended control procedures: 
Large trees.  Make stem njectons usng Arsenal AC*, Garlon 3A, or 
 Pathfinder II n dlutons and cut spacngs specfied on the herbcde label 
(anytme except March and Aprl).  For felled trees, apply the herbcdes to 
stem and stump tops mmedately after cuttng (at least a 10-percent  
soluton for Garlon 3A).  Ortho Brush-B-Gone (trclopyr) and Enforcer Brush 
Kller (trclopyr) are effectve for treatng cut stumps and readly avalable to 
homeowners n retal garden stores.  For treatment of extensve nfestatons 
n forest stuatons, apply Velpar L* to the sol surface wthn 3 feet of the 
stem (one squrt of spot gun per 1-nch stem dameter) or n a grd pattern  
at spacngs specfied on the herbcde label.  
Saplings.  Apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent soluton n basal ol, vegetable 
ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon 
mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark as a basal spray.
Seedlings and saplings.  Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the follow-
ng herbcdes n water wth a surfactant (July to October): Arsenal AC* as a  
1-percent soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx), Krente S as a 20-percent 
soluton (2 quarts per 3-gallon mx), or Garlon 4 as a 2-percent soluton  
(8 ounces per 3-gallon mx).
russian Olive 
Russan olve (Elaeagnus angustifolia) s a small thorny  
tree to 35 feet (10 m) tall that has mcroscopc slvery 
scales coverng leaves, twgs, and fruts.  Leaves are long 
and narrow wth entre margns.  Bark s fissured and  
reddsh brown.  Olve-lke frut are yellow and appear n late 
summer to fall.*
 Nontarget plants may be klled or njured by root uptake.
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Recommended control procedures:
trees.  Make stem njectons usng Arsenal AC* or Garlon 3A n dlutons 
and cut spacngs specfied on the herbcde label (anytme except March 
and Aprl).  For felled trees, apply the herbcdes to stem and stump tops 
mmedately after cuttng.  
Saplings.  Apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent soluton n basal ol, vegetable 
ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon 
mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark as a basal spray.  
Seedlings and saplings.  Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the follow-
ng herbcdes n water wth a surfactant (July to October): Arsenal AC* as a  
1-percent soluton n water (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx); a glyphosate herb-
cde, Garlon 3A, or Garlon 4 as a 2-percent soluton n water (8 ounces per 
3-gallon mx) for drected spray treatments that have lmted or no sol actvty.
Nonnative Shrubs
 Nonnatve shrubs often occur wth nonnatve tree speces and present 
smlar problems.  Herbcde control optons are smlar to trees, wth the 
excepton that folar sprays can be used more often and are more effectve.  
All are shade tolerant wth brd-dspersed seeds resultng n scattered  
plants under exstng forest canopes (except nonnatve roses), whch  
requres addtonal survellance wthn the nteror of forest stands.  
Silverthorn, thorny Olive 
Slverthorn or thorny olve (Elaeagnus pungens) s an  
evergreen, densely bushy shrub 3 to 25 feet (1 to 8 m) n  
heght.  It has long lmber projectng shoots, scattered 
thorny, dense alternate leaves slver scaly n sprng on both 
top and bottom becomng dark green above and slvery 
beneath by mdsummer.  Oblong frut red and brown scaly 
appear n sprng.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth Arsenal AC* or Vanqush* as a 1-percent 
soluton n water (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx) wth a surfactant; Garlon 3A 
and Garlon 4 as a 2-percent soluton (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx).
n	 For stems too tall for folar sprays, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent solu- 
ton n commercally avalable basal ol, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 quarts 
per 3-gallon mx) wth a penetrant (check wth herbcde dstrbutor) to young 
bark as a basal spray (January to February or May to October).  Or, cut 
large stems and mmedately treat the stumps wth one of the followng 
herbcdes n water wth a surfactant: Arsenal AC* as a 10-percent soluton 
(1 quart per 3-gallon mx) or a glyphosate herbcde as a 20-percent solu- 
ton (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx).
Autumn Olive 
Autumn olve (Elaeagnus umbellata) s a tardly decduous 
bushy leafy shrub, 3 to 20 feet (1 to 6 m) n heght, wth 
scattered thorny branches.  It has alternate leaves green 
above and slvery scaly beneath, wth many red berres n 
fall havng slvery scales.
Recommended control procedures: 
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth Arsenal AC* or Vanqush* as a 1-percent 
soluton n water (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx) wth a surfactant (Aprl to 
October).
n	 For stems too tall for folar sprays, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent solu-
ton n basal ol, vegetable ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene 
(2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark 
as a basal spray (January to February or May to October).  Or, cut large 
stems and mmedately treat the stumps wth one of the followng herbcdes 
n water wth a surfactant: Arsenal AC* as a 10-percent soluton (1 quart per 
3-gallon mx) or a glyphosate herbcde as a 20-percent soluton (2.5 quarts 
per 3-gallon mx).
Winged burning bush 
Wnged burnng bush (Euonymus alata) s a decduous,  
wng-stemmed, bushy shrub to 12 feet (4 m) n heght, 
multple stemmed and much branched, canopy broad and 
leafy.  It has small and obovate opposte leaves, green 
turnng brght scarlet to purplsh red n fall, along stems wth 
four corky wngs.  Many orange frut appear as stemmed pars n leaf axls 
and turnng purple n fall.
Recommended control procedures: 
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth Arsenal AC* or Vanqush* as a 1-percent 
soluton n water (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx) wth a surfactant (Aprl to  
October).
n	 For stems too tall for folar sprays, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent solu-
ton n basal ol, vegetable ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene * Nontarget plants may be klled or njured by root uptake.
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Recommended control procedures:
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water  
wth a surfactant (August through March): Arsenal AC* as a 1-percent 
soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx); Garlon 4 as a 3-percent soluton (12 
ounces per 3-gallon mx); or a glyphosate herbcde as a 3-percent soluton 
(12 ounces per 3-gallon mx).  
n	 For stems too tall for folar sprays, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent solu-
ton n basal ol, vegetable ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene 
(2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark 
as a basal spray  (January to February or May to October).  Or, cut large 
stems and mmedately treat the stumps wth Arsenal AC* or Velpar L* as 
a 10-percent soluton n water (1 quart per 3-gallon mx) wth a surfactant.  
When safety to surroundng vegetaton s desred, mmedately treat stumps 
and cut stems wth a glyphosate herbcde or Garlon 3A as a 20-percent 
soluton n water (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx) wth a surfactant.
bush Honeysuckles
Amur honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii), Morrow’s honey-
suckle (L. morrowii), Tataran honeysuckle (L. tatarica), and  
sweet-breath-of-sprng (L. fragrantissima) are all tardly 
decduous, uprght, archng-branched shrubs.  Amur s to 
30 feet (9 m) n heght and spndly n forests, Morrow’s s to 
6.5 feet (2 m) n heght, and Tataran and sweet-breath-of-
sprng are to 10 feet (3 m) n heght.  All are much branched 
and archng n openngs, multple stemmed, wth dark-green oval-to-oblong  
dstnctly opposte leaves 0.8 to 2.4 nches (2 to 6 cm) long.  Fragrant showy 
tubular whte-to-pnk or yellow pared flowers appear from May to June.  
Abundant pared berres are red to orange durng wnter.  Seeds are long-
lved n the sol.
Recommended control procedures: 
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth glyphosate herbcde as a 2-percent  
soluton n water (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx) wth a surfactant (August to 
October).  Or, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent soluton n basal ol, vegeta-
ble ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon 
mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark as a basal spray.
n	 For stems too tall for folar sprays, cut large stems and mmedately treat 
the stumps wth one of the followng herbcdes n water wth a surfactant: 
Arsenal AC* as a 10-percent soluton (1 quart per 3-gallon mx) or a  
glyphosate herbcde as a 20-percent soluton (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx).
(2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark 
as a basal spray (January to February or May to October).  Or, cut large 
stems and mmedately treat the stumps wth one of the followng herbcdes 
n water wth a surfactant: Arsenal AC* as a 10-percent soluton (1 quart per 
3-gallon mx) or a glyphosate herbcde as a 20-percent soluton (2.5 quarts 
per 3-gallon mx).
Chinese Privet, European Privet
Chnese prvet (Ligustrum sinense) and European prvet  
(L. vulgare) are dfficult to dstngush except at flowerng, 
both are evergreen to semevergreen.  Both are thcket-
formng shrubs to 30 feet (9 m) n heght that are soft 
woody, multple stemmed wth long leafy branches and 
opposte leaves less than 2 nches long.  Showy clusters of small whte 
flowers n sprng yeld clusters of small ovod, dark-purple berres durng fall 
and wnter.
Recommended control procedures: 
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water 
wth a surfactant (August to March): a glyphosate herbcde as a 3-percent 
soluton (12 ounces per 3-gallon mx) or Arsenal AC* as a 1-percent  
soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx).
n	 For stems too tall for folar sprays, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent solu-
ton n basal ol, vegetable ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene 
(2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark 
as a basal spray.  Or, cut large stems and mmedately treat the stumps 
wth Arsenal AC* or Velpar L* as a 10-percent soluton n water (1 quart 
per 3-gallon mx) wth a surfactant.  When safety to surroundng vegeta-
ton s desred, mmedately treat stumps and cut stems wth Garlon 3A or a 
glyphosate herbcde as a 20-percent soluton n water (2.5 quarts per 3-gal-
lon mx) wth a surfactant.
Japanese Privet, Glossy Privet 
Japanese prvet (Ligustrum japonicum) and glossy prvet 
(L. lucidum) are evergreen to 35 feet (10 m) n heght, wth 
an upward spreadng canopes.  They have thck leathery 
opposte leaves 2 to 4 nches (5 to 10 cm) long, and  
harless leaves and stems.  Clusters of small showy whte 
flowers n sprng yeld small rounded green to purple frut.
* Nontarget plants may be klled or njured by root uptake.
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Sacred bamboo, Nandina 
Sacred bamboo or nandna (Nandina domestica) s an ever- 
green erect shrub to 8 feet (2.5 m) n heght, wth multple 
bushy stems resemblng bamboo, glossy pnnately to  
bpnnately compound green or reddsh leaves.  Early  
summer termnal clusters of tny whte-to-pnksh flowers 
yeld danglng clusters of red berres n fall and wnter.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth glyphosate herbcde as a 1-percent  
soluton n water (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx) wth a surfactant (August to 
October).  Or, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent soluton n basal ol, vegeta-
ble ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon 
mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark as a basal spray.
n	 For stems too tall for folar sprays, cut large stems and mmedately treat 
the stumps wth one of the followng herbcdes n water wth a surfactant: 
Arsenal AC* as a 10-percent soluton (1 quart per 3-gallon mx) or a  
glyphosate herbcde as a 20-percent soluton (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx).  
n	 Collect and destroy frut.  
Nonnative roses
Multflora rose (Rosa multiflora), Macartney rose (R.  
bracteata), Cherokee rose (R. laevigata), and other nonna-
tve roses are all evergreen except multflora and are all 
erect, archng, or tralng shrubs to 10 feet (3 m) n heght or 
long, clump formng.  They have pnnately compound leaves 
wth three to nne leaflets, frequent recurved or straght 
thorns.  Clustered or sngle whte-to-pnk flowers n early summer yeld red 
rose hps n fall to wnter.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water 
wth a surfactant: Aprl to June (at or near the tme of flowerng)—Escort* at 
1 ounce per acre n water (0.2 dry ounces per 3-gallon mx); August to  
October—Arsenal AC* as a 1-percent soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx) 
or Escort* XP at 1 ounce per acre n water (0.2 dry ounces per 3-gallon mx); 
May to October—repeated applcatons of a glyphosate herbcde as a  
4-percent soluton n water (1 pnt per 3-gallon mx), a less effectve treat-
ment that has no sol actvty to damage surroundng plants.
n	 For stems too tall for folar sprays, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent solu-
ton n basal ol, vegetable ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene 
(2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II to young bark 
as a basal spray (January to February or May to October).  Or, cut large 
stems and mmedately treat the stumps wth one of the followng herbcdes 
n water wth a surfactant: Arsenal AC* as a 10-percent soluton (1 quart per 
3-gallon mx) or a glyphosate herbcde as a 20-percent soluton (2.5 quarts 
per 3-gallon mx).
Nonnative Vines
 Nonnatve vnes are some of the most troublesome nvaders because they  
often form the densest nfestatons, makng herbcde applcatons dfficult.  
Many of these vnes overtop even mature forests and often form mxed- 
speces nfestatons wth nonnatve trees and shrubs.  Specfic herbcdes 
can be effectve on certan vnes whle not controllng, but actually releasng 
any underlyng nonnatve trees and shrubs.  In these stuatons, select the 
best herbcde or herbcde mxture for controllng all the nonnatve speces n 
a mxed-speces nfestaton.  Vne control s always dfficult because folar 
actve herbcdes must move through lengthy vnes to kll large unseen 
woody roots and tubers.  Thus, herbcdes that have both sol and folar 
actvty are often the most effectve.  Only the lower folage wthn sprayer 
reach needs to be treated wth a herbcde havng both folar and sol actvty.  
Wth all herbcdes, spray folage of clmbng stems as hgh as possble and 
f not controlled, then cut vnes before retreatment.  
Oriental bittersweet 
Orental bttersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus) s an attractve  
but very nvasve decduous, twnng, and clmbng woody 
vne to 60 feet (20 m) wth droopng branches n tree 
crowns, formng thcket and arbor nfestatons.  It has alter- 
nate ellptc-to-rounded leaves 1.2 to 5 nches (3 to 12 cm) 
long.  Its axllary danglng clusters of nconspcuous yellow- 
sh flowers yeld green sphercal frut that splt to reveal 
three-parted showy scarlet fleshy covered seeds, whch reman through 
wnter at most leaf axls.
Recommended control procedures: 
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water 
wth a surfactant (July to October): Garlon 4, Garlon 3A, or a glyphosate 
herbcde as a 3-percent soluton (12 ounces per 3-gallon mx).  
n	 For stems too tall for folar sprays, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent solu-
ton n basal ol, vegetable ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene *
 Nontarget plants may be klled or njured by root uptake.
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(2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II as a basal 
spray to the lower 16 nches of stems.  Or, cut large stems and mmedately 
treat the cut surfaces wth one of the followng herbcdes n water wth a 
surfactant: Garlon 4 or a glyphosate herbcde as a 25-percent soluton (32 
ounces per 1-gallon mx).
Climbing Yams
Ar yam (Dioscorea bulbifera), Chnese yam or cnnamon 
vne (D. oppositifolia, formerly D. batatas), and water yam 
(D. alata) are herbaceous, hgh clmbng vnes to 65 feet  
(20 m) that cover shrubs and trees n nfestatons.  They 
have twnng and sprawlng stems wth long-petoled 
smooth heart-shaped leaves and danglng potato-lke  
tubers (bulbls) that appear at leaf axls and drop to form 
new plants.  Aeral tubers spread down slope by gravty and by water.  All 
speces also have large underground tubers that make control dfficult.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water 
wth a surfactant (July to October): Garlon 3A or Garlon 4 as a 2-percent 
soluton (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx).  Sometmes the ar yams take up the 
herbcde; otherwse, they must be collected and destroyed (not composted). 
n	 Cut clmbng plants just above the sol surface and mmedately treat the 
freshly cut stem wth undluted Garlon 3A (safe to surroundng plants).  
Winter Creeper, Climbing Euonymus 
Wnter creeper or clmbng euonymus (Euonymus fortunei) 
s an evergreen shrub to 3 feet (1 m) n heght and woody 
tralng vne to 40 to 70 feet (12 to 22 m) that forms a dense 
ground cover and clmbs by clngng aeral roots along the 
stem.  It has leaves that are opposte, thck, and dark green 
or green-whte varegated on green stems.  Pnksh-to-red capsules splt 
open n fall to expose orange fleshy covered seeds.
Recommended control procedures: 
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves (untl runoff) wth one of the followng herb-
cdes n water wth a surfactant (July to October for successve years):  
Tordon 101* ‡ as a 3-percent soluton (12 ounces per 3-gallon mx) or  
Tordon K* ‡ as a 2-percent soluton (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx).  
n	 Or, repeatedly apply Garlon 4 or a glyphosate herbcde as a 4-percent 
soluton (1 pnt per 3-gallon mx) n water wth a surfactant, a less effectve 
treatment that has no sol actvty to damage surroundng plants.  
n	 Cut all vertcal clmbng stems to prevent frutng and spread by brds.
English Ivy 
Englsh vy (Hedera helix) s an evergreen vne clmbng to  
90 feet (28 m) that forms dense ground cover and clmbs by 
aeral roots.  It has thck dark-green leaves wth whtsh 
vens when juvenle that are heart-shaped wth three to five  
ponted lobes, later becomng broadly lanceolate, and 
termnal flower clusters n summer that yeld dark-purple 
berres n wnter and sprng.
Recommended control procedures: 
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves (untl runoff) wth one of the followng herb- 
cdes n water wth a surfactant (July to October for successve years):  
Garlon 3A or Garlon 4 as a 3- to 5-percent soluton (12 to 20 ounces per  
3-gallon mx) or a glyphosate herbcde as a 4-percent soluton (1 pnt per  
3-gallon mx).  Use a strng trmmer to reduce growth layers and njure 
leaves for mproved herbcde uptake.  Cut large vnes and apply these 
herbcdes to cut surfaces.
n	 Or, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent soluton n basal ol, vegetable ol, 
crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon mx) or 
apply undluted Pathfinder II as a basal spray to large vnes beng careful to 
avod the bark of the host tree.
Japanese Honeysuckle 
Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica) s a semever-
green to evergreen woody vne, hgh clmbng and tralng to 
80 feet (24 m), branchng and often formng arbors n forest 
canopes and/or ground cover under canopes.  It has  
opposte leaves and long woody rhzomes that sprout  
frequently and make control dfficult.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 Apply Escort* XP wth a surfactant to folage June to August—ether by 
broadcast sprayng 2 ounces per acre n water (0.6 dry ounces per 3-gallon  
mx) or by spot sprayng 2 to 4 ounces per acre n water (0.6 to 1.2 dry 
ounces per 3-gallon mx).  
n	 Or, treat folage wth one of the followng herbcdes n water wth a  
surfactant (July to October or durng warm days n early wnter) keepng 
* Nontarget plants may be klled or njured by root uptake.
‡ When usng Tordon herbcdes, ranfall must occur wthn 6 days after applcaton for  
needed sol actvaton. Tordon herbcdes are Restrcted Use Pestcdes. 
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spray away from desrable plants: a glyphosate herbcde as a 2-percent 
soluton (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx) or Garlon 3A or Garlon 4 as a 3- to  
5-percent soluton (12 to 20 ounces per 3-gallon mx).  
n	 Or, cut large vnes just above the sol surface and mmedately treat the 
freshly cut stem wth a glyphosate herbcde or Garlon 3A as a 20-percent 
soluton (2.5 quarts per 3-gallon sprayer) n water wth a surfactant July to 
October (safe to surroundng plants).  
n	 Prescrbed burnng n sprng wll reduce dense ground mats and sever 
clmbng vnes for more effectve herbcde treatments to resproutng vnes.
Kudzu 
Kudzu (Pueraria montana) s a decduous twnng, tralng, 
mat-formng, woody legumnous vne 35 to 100 feet (10 to 
30 m) wth lobed three-leaflet leaves.  Large root crowns 
that ncrease n sze wth age are dfficult to control.  Pre-
scrbed burnng n sprng can clear debrs, sever clmbng 
vnes, and reveal hazards before summer applcatons.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves (untl runoff) wth one of the followng herb-
cdes n water wth a surfactant: July to October for successve years when 
regrowth appears—Tordon 101* ‡ as a 3-percent soluton (12 ounces per  
3-gallon mx) or Tordon K* ‡ as a 2-percent soluton (8 ounces per 3-gallon 
mx), ether by broadcast or spot spray—sprayng clmbng vnes as hgh as 
possble.  July to September for successve years—Escort* XP at 3 to 4 
ounces per acre n water (0.8 to 1.2 dry ounces per 3-gallon mx)—or when 
safety to surroundng vegetaton s desred, Translne† as a 0.5-percent so-
luton n water (2 ounces per 3-gallon mx); spray clmbng vnes as hgh as 
possble or cut vnes that are not controlled after herbcde treatment.
n	 For partal control, repeatedly apply Garlon 4 or a glyphosate herbcde 
as a 4-percent soluton n water (1 pnt per 3-gallon mx) wth a surfactant 
durng the growng season.  Cut large vnes and mmedately apply these 
herbcdes to the cut surfaces.  Or, apply Garlon 4 as a 20-percent soluton 
n basal ol, vegetable ol, crop ol concentrate, desel fuel, or kerosene (2.5 
quarts per 3-gallon mx) or apply undluted Pathfinder II as a basal spray 
to large vnes as a basal spray (January to Aprl), whch controls vnes less 
than 2 nches n dameter.  
Vincas, Periwinkles
Common perwnkle (Vinca minor) and bgleaf perwnkle  
(V. major) are evergreen to semevergreen (leaves always 
present) somewhat-woody, tralng or scramblng vnes to  
3 feet (1 m) long and uprght to 1 foot (30 cm) that form 
dense ground cover.  They have opposte lanceolate-to-
heart-shaped leaves and five-petaled pnwheel-shaped volet sngle flowers. 
Vable seed appear to be produced only rarely.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves (untl runoff) wth one of the followng herb-
cdes n water wth a surfactant (July to October for successve years): 
Tordon 101* ‡ as a 3-percent soluton (12 ounces per 3-gallon mx), Tordon 
K* ‡ as a 2-percent soluton (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx), or Garlon 4 as a  
4-percent soluton (15 ounces per 3-gallon mx).  
n	 Or, durng the growng season, repeatedly apply Garlon 4 or a glypho-
sate herbcde as a 2-percent soluton n water (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx) 
wth a surfactant.  In wnter, herbcde treatments should be lmted to warm 
days.
Chinese Wisteria, Japanese Wisteria 
Chnese wstera (Wisteria sinensis) and Japanese wstera  
(W. floribunda) are decduous hgh clmbng, twnng, or 
tralng legumnous woody vnes to 70 feet (20 m) wth long 
pnnately compound leaves and showy sprng flowers.   
Chnese and Japanese wsteras are dfficult to dstngush 
due to possble hybrdzaton.
Recommended control procedures:
Thoroughly wet all leaves (untl runoff) wth one of the followng herbcdes 
n water wth a surfactant: 
n	 July to October for successve years when regrowth appears—Tordon 
101* ‡ as a 3-percent soluton (12 ounces per 3-gallon mx), Tordon K* ‡ as 
a 2-percent soluton (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx), or Garlon 4 as a 4-percent 
soluton (15 ounces per 3-gallon mx) 
n	 July to September for successve years when regrowth appears— 
Translne* † as a 0.5-percent soluton n water (2 ounces per 3-gallon mx) 
when safety to surroundng vegetaton s desred 
n	 September to October wth repeated applcatons—a glyphosate herb-
cde as a 4-percent soluton (1 pnt per 3-gallon mx) 
* Nontarget plants may be klled or njured by root uptake.
† Translne controls a narrow spectrum of plant speces.
‡ When usng Tordon herbcdes, ranfall must occur wthn 6 days after applcaton for  
needed sol actvaton. Tordon herbcdes are Restrcted Use Pestcdes. 
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Recommended control procedures:
n	 On forest lands, apply a glyphosate herbcde as a 0.5-percent soluton n 
water (2 quarts per 10 gallons mx per acre), or Arsenal AC* as a 1-percent 
soluton (25 ounces per 20 gallons mx per acre) n sprng.  
n	 On noncroplands, apply 10 to 12 ounces of Plateau or 20 to 24 ounces 
of Journey per 20 gallons mx per acre (consult the label for addtves) n 
sprng.  Mxng Plateau or Journey wth a glyphosate herbcde wll mprove 
control but may damage assocated natve plants.  Vantage (sethoxydm), 
Poast (sethoxydm), Assure (quzalofop), and Select (clethodm) may be 
useful on pastures, but they are usually more costly than a glyphosate mx 
wth Plateau or Journey.  
n	 Early sprng burnng—f repeated—nhbts fescue and encourages natve 
warm-season grasses.
Cogongrass 
Cogongrass (Imperata cylindrica) s an aggressve, colony-
formng dense erect perennal grass 1 to 5 feet (30 to 150 
cm) n heght.  It has tufts of long leaves, yellow-green 
blades (each wth an off-center mdven and finely saw-
toothed margns), and slver-plumed flowers and seeds n 
sprng, arsng from sharp-tpped branchng rhzomes.  Older nfestatons 
wll be more dfficult to control.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water 
wth a surfactant (September or October wth multple applcatons to  
regrowth): Arsenal AC* as a 1-percent soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx), 
a glyphosate herbcde as a 4-percent soluton (1 pnt per 3-gallon mx), or 
combnaton of the two herbcdes.  
n	 Repeat before flowerng n sprng to suppress seed producton and agan 
n successve years for eradcaton.
Nepalese browntop 
Nepalese browntop (Microstegium vimineum) s a sprawl-
ng, dense, mat-formng annual grass, 0.5 to 3 feet (15 to 
90 cm) long wth stems growng to 1 to 3 feet (30 to 89 cm) 
n heght, often bendng over and rootng at nodes to form 
extensve nfestatons.  It has alternate, lanceolate leaf blades to 4 nches 
(10 cm) long wth off-center vens and thn seed heads n summer and fall.  
Apply treatment to stop seed producton.
Nonnative Grasses
 Nonnatve grasses contnue to spread and ncreasngly resde along hgh- 
way rght-of-ways and thus gan access to adjonng lands.  Most nonnatve 
nvasve grasses are hghly flammable, ncreasng fire ntenstes, subjectng 
firefighters to ncreased rsk, and spreadng even faster after wldfire or a 
prescrbed burn.  Nonnatve grasses have become one of the most nsd-
ous problems n the field of wldlfe management on pasture and prare 
lands, because they have lttle wldlfe value and leave no room for natve 
plants.  Repeated applcatons of herbcdes are requred for control.
Giant reed 
Gant reed (Arundo donax) s a gant leafy reed grass to  
20 feet (6 m) n heght that forms thckets n dstnct clumps.  
It has cornlke gray-green and harless leaves juttng from 
stems and droopng at the ends.  Erect plumelke termnal 
pancles of flowers and seed heads appear n late summer 
and persst through wnter.  Seed are not vable.
Recommended control procedures:
Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water wth 
a surfactant (September or October wth multple applcatons to regrowth): 
n	 A glyphosate herbcde as a 4-percent soluton (1 pnt per 3-gallon mx) 
n	 Arsenal AC* as a 1-percent soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx) 
n	 A combnaton of the two herbcdes
tall Fescue 
Tall fescue (Lolium arundinaceum, formerly Festuca 
arundinacea and F. elatior) s an erect, tufted cool-season 
perennal grass, 2 to 4 feet (60 to 120 cm) n heght.  It has 
whtsh-eared areas where leaf blades connect to the stem, 
and the stem has swollen nodes.  Dark-green seedstalks 
and leaves appear n late wnter, usually flowerng n sprng 
(nfrequently n late summer).  Ths grass s dormant n  
mdsummer.  Most tall fescue s nfected wth a fungus that 
can reduce weght gans and lower reproductve rates n lvestock, whle  
adversely affectng the nutrton of songbrds and Canada geese.  Tall fescue 
monocultures are generally poor habtat for wldlfe.
* Nontarget plants may be klled or njured by root uptake.
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Recommended control procedures: 
n	 Apply a glyphosate herbcde as a 2-percent soluton n water (8 ounces 
per 3-gallon mx) wth a surfactant n summer.  Or, apply Vantage (see 
label) for stuatons that requre more selectve control and less mpact on 
assocated plants.  
n	 Repeat treatments for several years to control abundant germnatng 
seeds.  Mowng or pullng just before seed set wll also prevent seed buldup 
n the sol seed bank.
Chinese Silvergrass 
Chnese slvergrass (Miscanthus sinensis) s a tall, densely 
tufted, perennal grass, uprght to archng, 5 to 10 feet (1.5 to  
3 m) n heght.  It has long, slender, and uprght-to-archng  
leaves wth whtsh upper mdvens and many loosely 
plumed pancles turnng slvery to pnksh n fall.
Recommended control procedures:
Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water wth a 
surfactant (September or October wth multple applcatons to regrowth): 
n	 Arsenal AC* as a 1-percent soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx) 
n	 A glyphosate herbcde as a 4-percent soluton (1 pnt per 3-gallon mx) 
n	 A combnaton of the two herbcdes
bamboos
Golden bamboo (Phyllostachys aurea) and other nonnatve  
bamboos (Phyllostachys spp. and Bambusa spp.) are 
perennal nfestaton-formng grasslke plants 16 to 40 feet 
(5 to 12 m) n heght.  They have jonted cane stems and 
bushy tops of lanceolate leaves n fan clusters on grasslke 
stems, often golden green.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water 
wth a surfactant (September or October wth multple applcatons to  
regrowth): Arsenal AC* as a 1-percent soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx), 
a glyphosate herbcde as a 4-percent soluton (1 pnt per 3-gallon mx), or 
combnaton of the two herbcdes.
n	 Cut just above ground level and treat stems mmedately wth a double-
strength batch of the same herbcdes or herbcde mxture.
Nonnative Ferns
 Japanese clmbng fern s presently the only nonnatve nvasve fern n the 
temperate parts of the South.
Japanese Climbing Fern 
Japanese clmbng fern (Lygodium japonicum) s a clmbng 
and twnng, perennal vney fern to 90 feet (30 m), often 
formng mats of shrub- and tree-coverng nfestatons.  It 
has lacy finely dvded leaves along green-to-orange-to-
black wry vnes.
Recommended control procedures:
Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water wth a 
surfactant (July to October): 
n	 Escort* XP at 1 to 2 ounces per acre n water (0.3 to 0.6 dry ounces per  
3-gallon mx) and as a mxture wth a glyphosate herbcde
n	 Arsenal AC* as a 1-percent soluton (4 ounces per 3-gallon mx)
n	 Glyphosate herbcde, Garlon 3A, or Garlon 4 as a 4-percent soluton  
(1 pnt per 3-gallon mx), or a combnaton of these herbcdes
Nonnative Forbs and Subshrubs
 Forbs are broadleaf herbaceous plants and subshrubs are short sem-
woody plants.  Control treatments are usually by folar sprays of herbcdes.
Garlic Mustard 
Garlc mustard (Alliaria petiolata) s an uprght bennal forb 
n small-to-extensve colones under forest canopes, char- 
acterzed by a fant-to-strong garlc odor from all parts of the 
plant when crushed (odor fadng as fall approaches).  It has 
basal rosettes of broadly arrow-pont shaped leaves wth 
wavy margns n the first year (remanng green durng  
wnter), a 2- to 4-foot (60- to 120-cm) flower stalk and  
termnal clusters of flowers wth four whte petals n the second year, and 
eventually dead plants wth long slender seed pods after June of the second 
year.  Stand densty vares yearly dependng on germnaton requrements of  
* Nontarget plants may be klled or njured by root uptake.
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seeds n the sol seed bank, wth a sngle crop germnatng over a 2- to 4-
year perod.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 To control two generatons, thoroughly wet all leaves wth a glyphosate 
herbcde as a 2-percent soluton n water (8 ounces per 3-gallon mx)  
durng flowerng (Aprl through June).  Include a surfactant unless plants are 
near surface waters.  
n	 In locatons where herbcdes cannot be used, pull plants before seed  
formaton.  Repeated annual prescrbed burns n fall or early sprng wll  
control ths plant, whle “flamng” ndvdual plants wth propane torches has 
also shown prelmnary success.
Shrubby Lespedeza, Chinese Lespedeza
Shrubby lespedeza (Lespedeza bicolor) and Chnese 
lespedeza (L. cuneata) are perennals, wth three-leaflet 
leaves, that reman standng dormant most of the wnter 
and form dense stands that prevent forest regeneraton and 
land access.  Shrubby lespedeza s a much-branched 
legume up to 10 feet (3 m) n heght wth small purple-pnk 
pealke flowers, and sngle-seeded pods.  Chnese lespe-
deza s not really a shrub, but a semwoody ascendng-to-
uprght legumnous forb to 6 feet (2 m) n heght wth many 
leaves feathered along erect slender whtsh stems that 
often branch n the upper half and tny cream-colored  
flowers n leaf axls durng summer.  Seed of both are long lved n the sol 
seed bank and requre long-term montorng after control treatments.   
Prescrbed burnng can promote spread of the nfestaton margns.
Recommended control procedures:
n	 Thoroughly wet all leaves wth one of the followng herbcdes n water 
wth a surfactant (July to September): Garlon 4 as a 2-percent soluton  
(8 ounces per 3-gallon mx), Escort* XP at three-fourths of an ounce per 
acre (0.2 dry ounces per 3-gallon mx), Translne† as a 0.2-percent soluton  
(1 ounce per 3-gallon mx), a glyphosate herbcde as a 2-percent soluton 
(8 ounces per 3-gallon mx), or Velpar L* as a 2-percent soluton (8 ounces 
per 3-gallon mx).
n	 Mowng 1 to 3 months before herbcde applcatons can assst control.
tropical Soda Apple 
Tropcal soda apple (Solanum viarum) s an uprght, thorny 
perennal sub-shrub or shrub, 3 to 6 feet (1 to 2 m) n 
heght, characterzed by remanng green year-round n 
most southern locatons.  It has oak-shaped leaves, clus-
ters of tny whte flowers, and golf-ball sze frut that are 
mottled green whte turnng to yellow n late summer to fall, whch have a 
sweet smell attractve to lvestock and wldlfe.  Even green frut contan 
vable seeds.  Report nfestatons to county agents for treatment under a 
federally sponsored eradcaton program.
Recommended control procedures for isolated sightings: 
n	 Thoroughly wet leaves and stems wth one of the followng herbcdes n 
water wth a surfactant at tmes of flowerng before frut appear: Garlon 4  
(or Remedy n pastures) or Arsenal AC* as a 2-percent soluton (8 ounces 
per 3-gallon mx); Mleston VM as a 0.5-percent soluton (2 ounces per 
3-gallon mx) appled as 10 gallons per acre; a glyphosate herbcde as a 
3-percent soluton n water (12 ounces per 3-gallon mx).
n	 Collect and destroy frut to prevent reestablshment.
n	 If mowng s used to stop frut producton, delay herbcde applcatons 
untl 50 to 60 days to ensure adequate regrowth.
*
 Nontarget plants may be klled or njured by root uptake.
† Translne controls a narrow spectrum of plant speces.
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acute tip: termnatng n a sharp or well-defined pont, wth more or less 
straght sdes.
allelopathic: referrng to a plant known to emt chemcals that retard the 
growth or seed germnaton of assocated plants.
alternate leaves: one leaf at each node and alternatng on sdes of the 
stem.
alternately whorled leaves: one leaf at each node and ther ponts of  
attachment formng a spral up the stem.
annual: a plant that germnates, flowers, produces seed, and des wthn 
one growng season.
anthers: the pollen-producng porton of the stamen or male reproductve 
part of a flower.
appressed: lyng close to or flattened aganst.
arbor: vne entanglement wthn the crowns of shrubs or trees.
ascending: tendng to grow upward, slghtly leanng to somewhat erect.
asymmetric: not dentcal on both sdes of a central lne. 
axil: the angle formed between two structures, such as between a leaf and 
the stem.
axillary: located n an axl or angle.
berry: a fleshy or pulpy frut from a sngle ovary wth one to many 
 embedded seeds, such as tomato and grape.
biennial: a plant that lves for about 2 years, typcally formng a basal 
rosette n the first year, flowerng and frutng n the second year, and then 
dyng.
bipinnately compound: twce pnnately compound; a pnnately compound 
leaf beng agan dvded.
blade: the expanded part of a leaf.
bract: a small leaf or leaflke structure at the base of a flower, nflorescence, 
or frut.
branch scar: a characterstc markng on a stem where there was once a 
branch.
bud: an undeveloped flower, flower cluster, stem, or branch, often enclosed 
by reduced or specalzed leaves termed bud-scales.
bulbil: an aeral tuber.
bunch grass: a grass speces wth a cluster-formng growth habt; a grass 
growng n an uprght large tuft.
bundle scar: tny rased area(s) wthn a leaf scar, from the broken ends of 
the vascular bundles, found along a twg.
calyx: the collectve term for all of the sepals of a flower, commonly green, 
but occasonally colored and petal-lke or reduced to absent.
calyx tube: a tubelke structure formed by wholly or partally fused sepals.
cane: very tall grasses, for example, swtchcane and bamboo; tall, stff 
stem.
capsule: a dry frut that splts nto two or more parts at maturty, for 
 example, the frut of tallowtree.
clasping: base that partly or wholly surrounds another structure, such as a 
leaf base surroundng a stem.
collar: the area of a grass leaf blade where t attaches to the sheath.
colony: a stand or group of one speces of plant, from seed orgn or those 
connected by underground structures such as rhzomes.
cordate: heart-shaped.
Glossary of Important terms
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cordate base: a leaf base resemblng the double-curved top of a heart 
shape.
corolla: the collectve name of all of the petals of a flower.
cotyledon: the ntal leaves on a plant germnant.
crenate: margn wth shallow, rounded teeth; scalloped.
cultivar: a form or varety of plant orgnatng under cultvaton.
deciduous: fallng off or sheddng; not persstent; refers to leaves, bracts, 
stpules, and stpels.
dioecous: plants wth unsexual flowers and havng male and female  
flowers on separate plants.
drupe: a fleshy frut, surroundng a stone (endocarp) that contans a sngle 
seed.
ellipsoid: a three-dmensonal ellpse; narrow or narrowly rounded at ends 
and wdest n the mddle.
elliptic: oval-shaped; broadest at the mddle and rounded and narrower at 
the two equal ends.
entire: margns wthout teeth, notches, or lobes.
even pinnately compound: a leaf wth two or more leaflets arranged  
opposte along a leafstalk or rachs. 
evergreen: green leaves remanng present through wnter.
exotic: foregn; orgnatng on a contnent other than North Amerca.
fern: a broadleaf pterdophyte of the order Flcales, typcally wth much- 
dvded leaves and spore reproducton. 
filament: the long, slender stalk of a stamen that supports the anther.
forb: a broad-leaved herbaceous (nonwoody) plant.
frond: a large, once- or twce-dvded leaf, here referrng to fern leaves.
gland: a structure whch contans or secretes a stcky, shny, or oly sub-
stance.
grain: a grass seed.
grass: plants of the famly Poaceae, typcally wth narrow leaves and jonted 
stems.
hairy: surface features of plants, many protrudng filaments or glands that 
gve texture; pubescent. 
herb or herbaceous: a plant wth no persstent aboveground woody stem, 
dyng back to ground level at the end of the growng season.
hip fruit: the frut of the genus Rosa that s ovod, fleshy, and usually red 
when rpe.
husk: the outer scalelke coverngs of a grass seed.
inflorescence: the flowerng porton of a plant; the flower cluster; the  
arrangement of flowers on the stem.
internode: the space on an herb or grass stem between ponts of leaf  
attachment.
lanceolate: lance-shaped; wdest at or near the base and taperng to the 
apex.
lateral: on or at the sdes, as opposed to termnal or basal.
leaflet: an ndvdual or sngle dvson of a compound leaf.
leaf scar: the scar or markng left on a twg after leaf fall.
leafstalk: the man stem of a compound leaf, rachs.
legume: a plant n the famly Fabaceae; a dry, splttng frut, one-to-many 
seeded, derved from a sngle carpel and usually openng along two su-
tures, confined to the Fabaceae.
legume pod: the frut of a legume.
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lenticel: a rased dot or short lne, usually corky to whte n color, on twgs 
and stems.
ligule: a tny membranous projecton, often frnged wth hars, from the 
summt of the sheath (top of the throat), where the leaf attaches, n many 
grasses and some sedges.
linear: long and narrow shaped wth roughly parallel sdes.
lobed leaf: margns havng deep ndentatons resultng n rounded-to- 
ponted portons.
margin: the edge of a leaf blade or flower petal; the edge of a forest.
marsh: a poorly draned porton of the landscape wth shallow standng 
water most of the year, most extensve around ntertdal zones.
membranous: thn, filmy, and semtransparent.
midvein: the central ven of a leaf or leaflet.
milky sap: sap beng opaque whte and often of a thck consstency.
monocot: the class of plants havng one cotyledon (or monocotyledonous) 
and parallel leaf vens, ncludng grasses, sedges, lles, and orchds. 
mottled: spotted or blotched n color.
node: the pont of leaf or stem attachment, sometmes swollen on grass 
stems where the sheath s attached.
nutlet: a small, dry, nonsplttng frut wth a woody cover, usually contanng 
a sngle seed.
oblanceolate: lance-shaped wth the wdest porton termnal; nversely 
lanceolate.
oblong: a shape two-to-four tmes longer than wde wth nearly parallel 
sdes.
obovate: two-dmensonal egg-shaped, wth the attachment at the narrow 
end; nverted ovate.
odd pinnately compound: pnnately compound leaves wth a termnal 
leaflet rather than a termnal par of leaflets or a termnal tendrl.
opposite: leaves born n pars at each node on opposte sdes of the stem.
ornamental: a plant cultvated for aesthetc purposes.
oval: broadly ellptc n shape, wth the wdth greater than half of the length.
ovate: two-dmensonal egg-shaped, wth the attachment at the wder end.
ovoid: three-dmensonal egg-shaped, wth the attachment at the wder  
end.
panicle: an rregularly branched nflorescence wth the flowers maturng 
from the bottom upward.
pealike flower: rregular flower characterstc of sweet peas and beans n 
the famly Fabaceae.
perennial: any plant that perssts for three or more growng seasons, even 
though t may de back to rhzomes or rootstock durng the dormant perod.
petiole: a stalk that attaches the leaf blade to the stem.
pinnately compound: a compound leaf wth leaflets arsng at ntervals 
along each sde of an axs or rachs (leafstalk).
pistil: the female reproductve porton of a flower, usually consstng of an 
ovary, style, and stgma.
pith: the soft or spongy central tssue n some twgs and stems, sometmes 
absent makng the stem hollow.
plume: a tuft of smple or branched brstles.
pod: an elongated dry frut that usually splts open upon maturty, such as a 
legume.
raceme: an elongated, unbranched nflorescence wth stalked flowers  
generally maturng from the bottom upward.
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rachis: the man axs of an nflorescence or compound leaf.
recurved: gradually curved backward or downward.
rhizome: an underground stem, usually horzontal and rootng at nodes.
right-of-way: a narrow corrdor of land n straght sectons across the 
landscape, repeatedly cleared and kept n low vegetaton, to accommodate 
roadway structures, poles and wre for electrcal and telephone transms-
sons, and ppelnes.
riparian: stuated or dwellng on the bank or floodplan of a rver, stream, or 
other body of water. 
root collar: the surface area of a perennal where the stem and roots jon.
rootcrown: the part of a perennal plant where the stem and roots jon, 
often swollen.
root sprout: a plant orgnatng from a root or rhzome that takes root at 
nodes.
rootstock: the part of a perennal plant near the sol surface where roots 
and shoots orgnate.
rosette (basal rosette): a crcular cluster of leaves on or near the sol  
surface radatng from a rootcrown, as n dandelons.
scaly: covered wth mnute flattened, platelke structures.
semievergreen: tardly decduous or mantanng green folage durng  
wnter only n sheltered locatons.
semiwoody plants: speces that have mostly woody stems and decduous 
leaves, usually shorter than shrubs.
sepal: a sngle unt of the calyx; the lowermost whorl of flower parts.
serrate: margn wth sharp forward-pontng teeth.
sessile: attached wthout a stalk, such as a leaf attached wthout a petole.
shade intolerant: a plant that cannot grow and reproduce under the canopy 
of other plants but needs drect sunlght.
shade tolerant: a plant that can grow and reproduce under the canopy of 
other plants.
sheath: a more or less tubular porton of a structure surroundng another 
structure, such as the tubular porton of leaf bases of grasses that surround 
the stem.
shrub: a wood plant, typcally multstemmed and shorter than a tree.
simple: not compound; sngle; undvded; unbranched.
smooth: not rough to the touch, usually harless (or only finely hary) and 
scaleless.
spherical: round n three dmensons, lke a ball; synonymous wth globose.
spike: an elongated, unbranched nflorescence wth sessle or unstalked 
flowers along ts length, the flowers generally maturng from the bottom 
upward.
sporangia: the case bearng spores on ferns.
spore: a mnute (almost not vsble), one-celled reproductve body of ferns, 
asexual.
stamen: the male reproductve porton of a flower, usually consstng of an 
anther and filament.
stipules: the par of leaflke structures at the base of a leaf petole n some 
speces.
stone: a hard woody structure enclosng the seed of a drupe.
subshrub: a very short woody plant.
subtend: a structure just below another, such as flowers subtended by 
bracts.
succulent: fleshy or soft tssued.
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swamp: a wooded or brushy area usually havng surface water.
synonym: a dscarded scentfic name for a plant; another common name.
taproot: the man root axs; a long vertcal, central root.
tardily deciduous: mantanng at least some green leaves nto wnter or 
early sprng.
terminal: at the end.
thorn: a stff, curved, sharply ponted modfied stem, sometmes branched.
throat: the area nsde a flower tube formed from fused petals; the upper 
sde of a grass collar where the blade meets the sheath.
toothed: margn wth outward ponted lobes; coarsely dentate.
trailing: runnng along the sol or leaf ltter surface.
tuber: a thckened porton of a root or rhzome modfied for food storage 
and vegetatve propagaton, such as a sweet potato.
tubular: a cylndrcal structure, such as formed from fused petals or sepals.
twig: short leaf branch.
umbel: a compound flower wth stems arsng and radatng from one pont 
of attachment.
variegated: marked wth strpes or patches of dfferent colors.
vine: a long tralng or clmbng plant.
whorled: three or more leaves n a crcular arrangement arsng from a 
sngle node or radatng at dfferent angles to the man stem.
wiry: thn, flexble, and tough.
yam: a tuber or potato-lke organ
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Pesticide Precautionary Statement
Pestcdes used mproperly can be njurous to humans, anmals, and plants. Follow the drectons and heed 
all precautons on the labels
Store pestcdes n the orgnal contaners under lock and key—out of reach of chldren and anmals—and 
away from food and feed.
Apply pestcdes so that they do not endanger humans, lvestock, crops, benefical nsects, fish and wldlfe. 
Do not apply pestcdes when there s danger of drft, when honeybees or other pollnatng nsects are  
vstng plants, or n ways that may contamnate or leave llegal resdues.
Avod prolonged nhalaton of pestcde sprays or dust; wear protectve clothng and equpment f specfied on  
the contaner.
If your hands become contamnated wth a pestcde, do not eat or drnk untl you have washed them. In  
case a pestcde s swallowed or gets n the eyes, follow the first ad treatment gven on the label, and get 
prompt medcal attenton. If a pestcde s splled on your skn or clothng, remove clothng mmedately and 
wash thoroughly.
Do not clean spray equpment or dump excess spray materal near ponds, streams, or wells. Because t s 
dfficult to remove all traces of herbcdes from equpment, do not use the same equpment for nsectcdes or 
fungcdes that you use for herbcdes.
Dispose of empty pesticide containers promptly and in accordance with all applicable Federal, State, 
and local laws.
NOTE: Some States have restrctons on the use of certan pestcdes. Check your State and local regula-
tons. Also, because regstratons of pestcdes are under constant revew by the U.S. Envronmental Protec-
ton Agency, consult your State forestry agency, county agrcultural agent or State extenson specalst to be 
sure the ntended use s stll regstered.
Use of trade names s for reader’s nformaton and does not consttute offical endorsement or approval by 
the U.S. Department of Agrculture to the excluson of any sutable product or process.
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Miller, James H. 2003. Nonnatve nvasve plants of southern forests: a field gude for 
dentficaton and control. Revsed. Gen. Tech. Rep. SRS–62. Ashevlle, NC: U.S. 
Department of Agrculture, Forest Servce, Southern Research Staton. 93 p.
Invasons of nonnatve plants nto forests of the Southern Unted States contnue to go 
unchecked and unmontored. Invasve nonnatve plants nfest under and besde forest  
canopes and domnate small forest openngs, ncreasngly erodng forest productvty,  
hnderng forest use and management actvtes, and degradng dversty and wldlfe  
habtat. Often called nonnatve, exotc, nonndgenous, alen, or noxous weeds, they  
occur as trees, shrubs, vnes, grasses, ferns, and forbs. Ths book provdes nformaton  
on accurate dentficaton and effectve control of the 33 nonnatve plants and groups that 
are currently nvadng the forests of the 13 Southern States, showng both growng and 
dormant season trats. It lsts other nonnatve plants of growng concern, control  
strateges, and selectve herbcde applcaton procedures. Recommendatons for  
preventng and managng nvasons on a specfic ste nclude mantanng forest vgor  
wth mnmal dsturbance, constant survellance and treatment of new unwanted arrvals, 
and finally rehabltaton followng eradcaton.
Keywords: Alen plants, exotc plant control, exotc weeds, herbcde weed control,  
ntegrated vegetaton management, nvasve exotc plants, nvasve nonndgenous  
plants, noxous plant control.
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The Forest Servce, Unted States Department of 
Agrculture (USDA), s dedcated to the prncple 
of multple use management of the Naton’s forest 
resources for sustaned yelds of wood, water, forage, wldlfe, and 
recreaton. Through forestry research, cooperaton wth the States 
and prvate forest owners, and management of the Natonal Forests 
and Natonal Grasslands, t strves—as drected by Congress—to 
provde ncreasngly greater servce to a growng Naton.
The U.S. Department of Agrculture (USDA) prohbts dscrmnaton 
n all ts programs and actvtes on the bass of race, color, natonal 
orgn, age, dsablty, and where applcable, sex, martal status, 
famlal status, parental status, relgon, sexual orentaton, genetc 
nformaton, poltcal belefs, reprsal, or because all or part of an 
ndvdual’s ncome s derved from any publc assstance program. 
(Not all prohbted bases apply to all programs.) Persons wth 
dsabltes who requre alternatve means for communcaton of 
program nformaton (Bralle, large prnt, audotape, etc.) should 
contact USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voce and TDD).
To file a complant of dscrmnaton, wrte to USDA, Drector, Office 
of Cvl Rghts, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW, Washngton, D.C. 
20250-9410, or call (800) 795-3272 (voce) or (202) 720-6382 (TDD). 
USDA s an equal opportunty provder and employer.
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